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FOREWORD
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Hurt, CECER-ECP, was Associate Investigator. Dr. Diane K. Mann is Acting Team
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NOTICE

This manua' is intended as general guidance for personnel at certain U.S. Army installa-
tions in Japan. It is not, nor is it intended to be, a complete treatise on the environmental
laws and regulations of Japan. Neither the U.S. Government, nor any agency thereof, nor
any of its employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liabil-
ity or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information con-
tained herein. For any specific questions about, or interpretations of, the legal references
herein, consult appropriate legal counsel.
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JAPANESE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION MEASURES

Understanding the scope and depth of environmental law in Japan from the perspective of
someone familiar with American environmental laws and regulation is difficult due to
several factors. There is no central authority in Japan overseeing the implementation and
administration of the entire range of the various environmental laws, cabinet and prime
minister's orders, and environmental regulations. Although a certain amount of centraliza-
tion has occurred since 1971 with the establishment of the Environment Agency and the
consolidation of widely disparate pollution control functions, the setting of regulations and
the implementation of laws and regulations are still diffused among several agencies and
governments.

The laws, orders, and regulations dealing with environmental issues in many cases are dif-
ficult to read and understand in their English translations. In addition, it is not enough to
have a single law, cabinet order for that law, and regulations by your side when interpret-
ing the law. Various other laws, regulations, ordinances, and policy papers may all play a
part in the correct interpretation and application of a single or set of laws to a particular
situation.

This manual is divided into ten functional areas (called protocols) of environmental com-
pliance issues. The introduction to each of these protocols provides an explanation of the
Japanese environmental laws and regulations that may apply to a particular installation's
operations. Because the body of Japanese environmental law which has been translated
into English is incomplete, there are relatively few compliance requirements outlined in
the protocols. And, because the Japanese environmental system differs from the one in
the United States, emphasis is placed on different environmental concerns; in fact, some
concerns in the United States are completely lacking in Japan. For these reasons, the
Worldwide ECAS manual should always be consulted in conjunction with this compliance
manual.

This manual is designed to incorporate all major Japanese national legislation. Installa-
tions should obtain from their local Defense Facilities Administration Offices (DFAOs), or
from the Environmental Sub-Committee of the Joint United States - Japan Committee, any
town, municipal, or prefectural requirements or regulations.
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STRUCTURE OF ENVIRONMENTAL ADMINISTRATION IN JAPAN

The following is a description of the Environment Agency, several of its bureaus and
departments, and the basic environmental statute for Japan.

The Environment Agency is charged with the formulation and promotion of fundamental
environmental policies, coordination of budgeting policies for pollution-control expendi-
tures, the management of appropriations for environmental research and development, and
overall coordination of the various government agencies responsible for environmental
protection. The Agency promulgates "environmental quality standards." They are not
legally binding, but are values thought to represent desirable maximum levels for certain
pollutants, usually to be attained within a certain period of time.

The Environment Agency has one department and four bureaus charged with promulgating
regulations and helping to insure full compliance with environmental laws and regulations.
Within these offices there are numerous sub-Agencies or divisions, each of which has a
particular set of responsibilities.

The Environmental Health Department, among other duties, insures compliance with the
Pollution-Related Health Damage Compensation Law (Law No. 111 of 5 October 1973 as
amended through Cabinet Order No. 368 of 4 November 1987) and designates the items
to be tested for new chemicals pursuant to the Law Concerning the Screening and Regula-
tion of the Manufacture of Chemical Substances (Law No. 117 of 16 October 1973 as
amended through Law No. 44 of 1986).

The Nature Conservation Bureau is responsible for enforcing the Natural Parks Law and
other laws concerning the protection, management, and maintenance of natural parks and
wildlife.

The Air Quality Bureau establishes environmental quality standards; regulates the amount
* of soot, smoke, and dust emitted by factories; controls offensive odors; specifies permissi-
ble automobile noise limits; and promotes comprehensive measures for the prevention of
motor vehicle pollution.

The Water Quality Bureau, among other duties, regulates factory effluents, establishes
environmental water quality standards, specifies waste disposal criteria, specifies remedial
measures to be implemented in the event of soil contamination, and establishes standards
for waste disposal and sewage sludge treatment. The Bureau's Water Quality Manage-
ment Division and Water Pollution Control Division are in charge of regulating water pol-
lution.
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Finally, the Planning and Coordination Bureau is responsible for the planning, drafting,
and promotion of basic policies relating to environmental protection, overall coordination
of environmental protection services performed by other agencies, and the coordination of
the policies of these agencies in estimating expenditures for pollution control and conser-
vation of nature.

In addition to the activities conducted by the Environment Agency, other ministries are
involved administratively in antipollution activities. The Ministry of Transportation has
authority over regulatory activities concerning motor vehicle exhaust gas and noise under
the Road Transportation Vehicle Law. The Ministry of Health and Welfare sets the stan-
dards for waste collection and transportation (excluding the setting of standards for final
disposal of waste). Other ministries work in conjunction with the Environment Agency,
establishing standards and/or overseeing the enforcement of such standards.
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JAPANESE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

The Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control sets out the framework for the poli-
cies of environmental protection and conservation in Japan. Enacted in 1967, this law's
stated purpose is the protection and preservation of a "healthy and civilized life for the
nation." It is designed to identify the responsibilities that business enterprises, the national
and local governments, and the public have for the protection and enhancement of the
environment. The law identifies six areas of environmental concern: air pollution, water
pollution, noise pollution, vibration, ground subsidence, and offensive odor pollution.

Enterprises have the responsibility for taking measures necessary for the prevention of
environmental pollution, including the treatment or disposal of smoke and soot, polluted
water, wastes, and other byproducts resulting from their activities. Enterprises must also
cooperate with national and local governments in actions designed to prevent environmen-
tal pollution. In addition, they must take precautionary measures to prevent environmental
pollution which might be caused by the use of the products they manufacture or process.
Each enterprise shall bear all or part of the necessary cost of the measures taken by
national or local authorities for controlling environmental pollution arising from the indus-
trial activities of the enterprise.

The State, or national government, in order to safeguard the public's health, is responsible
for establishing and implementing fundamental, comprehensive policies for controlling
environmental pollution.

Local governmental bodies (prefectures and municipalities) are to adhere to national poli-
cies and guidelines for the protection of the health of the people and the conservation of
the environment. They are also required to formulate and implement appropriate measures
for environmental pollution control which take into account the specific natural and social
conditions of the concerned area. Prefectural governments are responsible mainly for the
implementation of measures covering wide areas and also for the coordination of measures
to be taken by the local municipal governments. All 47 prefectures in Japan have enacted
ordinances for environmental protection.

The public is exhorted to contribute to the protection and conservation of the environment
in all "appropriate ways," including, but not limited to, cooperating with the national and
local governments in their efforts to implement pollution control programs.
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Other major and minor environmental laws will be discussed in relevant protocols in the
manual. For convenience, a list of the major laws and the dates they were first enacted is
presented here:

1. Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control (1967)

2. Pollution control laws:
Air Pollution Control Law (1968)
Water Pollution Control Law (1970)
Clean Lakes Law (1984)
Noise Regulation Law (1968)
Marine Pollution Control Law (1970)
Soil Pollution Control Law (1970)
Waste Management Law (1970).

3. Other related laws:
Sewage Law (1958)
Chemicals Control Law (1973)
Health Damages Compensation Law (1973)
Pollution-Related Crimes Law (1970).
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MANUAL APPROACH

Military communities engage in many operations and activities that can adversely affect
public health and the environment if not controlled or properly managed. Many of these
activities and operations are subject to local, prefectural, and national directives and regu-
lations.

After a review of these activities at military communities, it was apparent that there were
major categories of environmental compliance into which most environmental regulations
and military community activities could be grouped.

This manual is divided into 10 major sections that correspond to these environmental
categories:

Section Environmental Category

1 Air Emissions Management
2 Hazardous Materials Management
3 Hazardous Waste Management
4 Natural and Cultural Resources Management
5 Environmental Noise Management
6 Pesticide Management
7 Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant (POL) Management
8 Solid Waste Management
9 Special Programs Management
10 Water Quality Management

Each Section is organized in the same format:

A. Applicability

This section provides guidance on the major activities and operations included in the pro-
tocol and a brief description of the major application.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

This section identifies national laws and other regulations that address requirements associ-
ated with the specific compliance category.

C. Prefectural Regulations

This section identifies prefectural and local regulations that address requirements associ-
ated with the specific compliance category.
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D. Key Compliance Definitions

This section of each protocol presents definitions for those key terms associated with each
environmental category.

F. Assessment Checklist

The final section of each protocol contains evaluation procedures (worksheets) composed

of statements of requirements or guidelines that serve as indicators to point out possible

environmental problems, as well as practices, conditions, and situations that could indicate
potential problems. They are intended to focus attention on the key questions and issues

that should be investigated. Instructions are provided to direct the evaluator to the
appropriate action, reference, or activity that corresponds to the specific requirement or
guideline.
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DEFINITIONS

Environmental Pollution - any situation in which human health and the living environment
are damaged. by air, water, soil, and noise pollution. In addition, this term applies to
vibration, most types of ground subsidence, and offensive odors.

Living Environment - includes property closely related to human life, animals and plants
closely related to human life, and the environment in which such animals and plants live.
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LOGIC TABLE

The logic table on the following pages allows the user of this manual to locate quickly
those sections of the manual that apply to a particular Army function or activity. For
example, a person looking for Japanese law and regulatory requirements concerning photo
labs would note that he or she will find the necessary information in the Air Emissions
Management, Hazardous Materials Management, Hazardous Waste Management, Solid
Waste Management, and Water Quality Management protocols.
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LogIc Table - Japan

PROTOCOLS

Ameas of Air Hazardous Hazardous Natural & Envionmemnal

Inspection Emissions Mateials Waste Cultura] Noise
Management Management Management Resoumes Managemt

Management
1 2 3 4

I. ADMINISTRATION

I. General Administrative Area

2. Data Processing

3. Photo Labs

4. Printing Operations

II. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

I. AGE Shops

2. Aircraft Maintenance Shops

3. Battery Shops

4. Corrosion Control

5. Engine Shops

6. Engine Test

7. Machine Shops

8. Maintenance Hangars

9. Metal Fatigue Inspections

10. Plastics Shops

II. Plating Shop

12. Pneumatic Shops

13. Tir and Wheel Shops

14. Welding Shops

Ill. CIVIL ENGINEERING

1. Battery Shops

2. Electric Shop

3. Entomology Shop

4. Fire Department

5. Heating Plants

6. Incinerator

7. Machine Shops
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Leogi Table--Japa (Conuinued)

PROTOCOLS
Aeas of pesticide POL Solid special WWer

Inspection Management Management Waste Programs Quality
Managment Managment Manaagmen(

6 7 8 9 10

I. ADMINISTRA aION

I. General Adnanistrative Ara

2. Dam Processing

3. Photo Labs

4. Printing Operations

II. AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

i. AGE Shops

2. Aircraft Maintenance Shops

3. Bauery Shops

4. Corrosion Control

5. Engine Shops

6. Engine Test

7. Machine Shops

8. Maintenance Hangars

9. Metal Fatigue Inspections

10. Plastics Shops

II. Plating Shop

12. Pneumatic Shops

13. Tire and Wheel Shops

14. Welding Shops

Ill. CIVIL ENGINEERING

I. Battery Shops

2. Electric Shop

3. Entomology Shop

4. Fire Department

5. Heating Plants

6. Incinerator

7. Machine Shops
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Loaic Table-Japan (Continued)

PROTOCOLS

Ameus of Air Hazardous Hazardous Natural & Environmnmal

Inspection Emissions materials Waste Cultural Noise

Management Management Management Resources Management

Management
I 2 3 4 5

III. CIVIL ENGINEERING

(Continued)

8. Paint Shops

9. Pavement and Ground

10. Plants

II. Pneumatic Shop.s

12. POL

13. Power Production

14. Structural Shops

IS. Waste Water Treatment

Plants

16. Welding Shops

IV. FIRING RANGES

I. Bombing. Gunnery and

Small Arms Ranges

V. SUPPLY/LOGISTICS

I. Battery Shops

2. POL ps

3. Supply •

VI. TRANSPORTATION

1. Battery Shops••

2. Machine Shop.,

3. Paint Shops•••

4. Pneumatic Shops

S. Tire and Wheel Shops

6. Vehicle Operations •

and Maintenance

7. Welding Shops •_•__
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Logk Table-Japan (Continued)

PROTOCOLS
Areas of Pesticide POL Solid Special Water

Inspection Management Management WaS Programs Quality

Management Management management
6 7 3 9 10

III. CIVIL ENGINEERING

(Continued)

8. Paint Shops

9. Pavement and Ground

10. Plants

1I. Pneumatic Shops

12. POL

13. Power Production

14. Structural Shops

IS. Waste Water Treatment

Plants

16. Welding Shops

IV. FIRING RANGES

I. Bombing, Gunnery and

Small Arms Ranges

V. SUPPLY/LOGISTICS

I. Battery Shops

2. POL

3. Supply

VI. TRANSPORTATION

I. Battery Shops

2. Machine Shops

3. Paint Shops

4. Pneumatic Shops

5. Tire and Wheel Shops

6. Vehicle Oeratons"
and Maintenance

7. Welding Shops
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Logic Table-Japan (Continued)

PROTOCOLS

Aeas of Air Hazardous Hazardous Natur & Envsimmentai

Inspection Emissions Materials Waste Cultural Noise

Management Management Management Resources Management

Management

1 2 3 4 5

VII. MWR

I. Battery Shops

2. Paint Shops

3. Photo Labs

4. Structural Shops

5. Vehicle Operations

and maintenance

6. Welding Shops

VIII. MEDICAL

i. Photo Labs
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Logic Table-Japan (Continued)

PROTOCOLS
Aieas of Pesticide POL Solid Special Water

Inspection Management Management Waste Programs Quality

Management Management Management

6 7 8 9 10

VII. MWR

I. Battery Shops

2. Paint Shops

3. Photo Labs

4. Structural Shops

5. Vehicle Operations

and maintenance

6. Welding Shops

Viii. MEDICAL

I. Photo Labs
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CONTACT/ LOCATION CODES

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Environmental Coordinator (EC)
(3) Preventive Medicine Officer
(4) Safety and Health Officer
(5) Fire Department
(6) Director of Logistics (DOL)
(7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
(8) Transportation/Maintenance Officer (DOL)
(9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)

(10) Range Control (DPTMSEC)
(11) Aviation Commander (DPTMSEC)
(12) Director of Plans, Training, Mobilization, and Security (DPTMSEC)
(13) Engineering, Plans. & Services (EP&S)
(14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M)
(15) Land Management Officer (DEH)
(16) Building and Grounds Division (DEH)
(17) Entomology Shop (DEH)
(18) TSDF Operators (DEH, DOL, DRMO)
(19) Shop Activity Supervisor
(20) Director of Contracting (DOC)
(21) Public Affairs Office (PAO)
(22) Staff Judge Advocate (SJA)
(23) Defense and Reutilization Marketing Office (DRMO)
(24) Utilities Division (Interior Electric Shop)
(25) Utilities Division (Exterior Electric Shop)
(26) Master Planner (DEH)
(27) Inspector General (IG)
(28) School Principal
(29) Installation Commander (IC)
(30) Army and Air Force Exchange Service (AAFES)
(31) Directorate of Personnel and Community Activities (DPCA)
(32) Directorate of Resource Management (DRM), Internal Control
(33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
(34) Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
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Section 1

Air Emissions Management



Section 1

AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol applies to U.S. Armed Forces installations with facilities and
vehicles that emit certain types and specified levels of contaminants into the
air.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

" Air Pollution Control Law (Law No. 97 of 1968 as amended through Law No.
65 of 1974) is the basic law controlling the emission of pollutants into the air.
It is designed to promote the public health and preserve the living environment
from air pollution by regulating the emission of soot, smoke, and dust arising
from industrial plants and business establishments, and by establishing the max-
imum permissible limits of motor vehicle exhausts and of certain other sources
of air pollution. The law provides definitions for the facilities and types of pol-
lution regulated; gives authority to the Prime Minister's Office to set emission
standards for soot and smoke emitting facilities; mandates that governors of
prefectures where there is difficulty in attaining the standards as set out in Para-
graph 1, Article 9 of the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control (Law
No. 132 of 1967) formulate a soot and smoke total mass reduction plan; allows
the Director General of the Environment Agency and prefectural governments
to promulgate special emission standards and plans when certain areas or estab-
lishments need special attention; requires reporting by persons planning to
establish a soot and smoke emitting facility; and provides enforcement provi-
sions. It also gives authority to the Director General of the Environment
Agency to establish maximum permissible limits of motor vehicle exhausts.
Interestingly, the person responsible for a soot and smoke emitting facility is
the person who measures and keeps records of the volume and density of the
soot and smoke generated by his or her facility.

"* Cabinet Order for Implementation of the Air Pollution Control Law (Law No.
329 of 1968 as amended through Cabinet Order No. 162 of 1985) lists the
specified substances, types of procedures, and facilities affected by the Air Pol-
lution Control Law.

"• Enforcement Regulation of the Air Pollution Control Law (Ministry of Health
and Welfare and Ministry of International trade and industry Ordinance No. 1
of 22 June 1971 as amended through Prime Minister's Office Ordinance No. 53
of 1987) provides the detailed methodologies necessary for carrying out the
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broad mandates of the Air Pollution Control Law and for measuring and assess-
ing the substances, procedures, and regulated items set out in the Cabinet Order
for Implementation of the Air Pollution Control Law.

" Environmental Quality Standards Regarding Air Pollution (Notification No. 25
of the Environment Agency, 8 May 1973) contains standards and target dates
for the attainment of those standards which are considered to be desirable max-
imum pollutant levels. Their purpose is to maintain the health of humans and
the surrounding environment Although these standards were developed pur-
suant to Article 9 of the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control (Law
No. 132 of 1967), they are not considered to be legally binding.

"* Permissible Limits of Motor Vehicle Exhaust Emissions (Ministry of Transporta-
tion) sets the standards for exhaust limits for any vehicle used on the road and
outlines the procedure for the certification of vehicles.

"* Permissible Limits of Motor Vehicle Emissions (Notification No. 53 of the
Environment Agency, 4 September 1975 as amended through Notification No.
1, 29 January 1988) sets standards for both new and on-the-road vehicles.

"* Road Transportation Vehicle Law (Law No. I -l'j of 1 June 1951) has as one of
its purposes to promote the use of transi , 7tation vehicles that are properly
equipped so as to prevent environmental pollation and thus increase the public
welfare. Chapter 3 defines safety standards (i.e., technological standards in
terms of prevention of enviroanental pollution and safety operation) of road
transportation vehicles. Chapter 5 defines surveillance of the vehicles for exa-
mining whether they satisfy the safety standards.

C. Prefectural Regulations

At the present time, specific regulations enacted by prefectural governments are
inaccessible. The following are actions that prefectural and local governments
can take concerning air emissions management, based on provisions in national
regulations and legislation. Obtain from the Defense Facilities Administration
Office (DFAO) any and all information concerning town, municipality, and pre-
fectural standards or regulations.

• Emission Standards - if a prefecture finds that existing emission standards with
respect to soot and dust are inadequate to protect public health or to conserve
the living environment, it may establish by prefectural ordinance a stricter
emission standard with respect to such pollutants generated by soot and smoke
emitting facilities in an area. The prefecture must notify in advance the Direc-
tor General of the Environment Agency of its intention to do so.
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# Total Mass Emission Control Standards - in areas in which it is difficult to attain
air quality standards, prefectural governors shall formulate a designated soot
and smoke total mass reduction plan.

* Order for Modification in Proposed Plan - in the case of a new soot and smoke
emitting facility, a plan must be made by the person responsible for the facility.
If estimated omissions levels exceed emission standards, the governor may
order the responsible person to modify his plan relating to the structure, the
method of operation, or the method of soot and smoke disposal of the proposed
soot and smoke emitting facility, or to eliminate the plan for the installation of
the proposed soot and smoke emitting facility.

* Order for Improvement - if a prefectural governor finds that a facility will likely
continuously emit soot and smoke exceeding specified emission standards and
that continued emissions may cause damage to human health or the living
environment, the governor may order the responsible person to improve the
structure, the method of operation, or the method of disposal of soot and smoke
generated by the facility, or to suspend the operation of the facility temporarily.

* Measuring of Density of Motor Vehicle Exhausts - the prefectural governor has
the responsibility for measuring the density of motor vehicle exhausts in the air,
in the road, or in places surrounding the road where serious air pollution by
motor vehicle exhausts occurs or is likely to occur. If the governor finds per-
missible emission levels are exceeded, he or she shall request the Prefectural
Public Safety Commission to take measures in accordance with the provisions
of the Road Traffic Law (Law No. 105 of 1960).

* Monitoring the Level of Air Pollution - the prefectural governor is responsible
for monitoring and surveying periodically the level of air pollution. If the pol-
lution reaches the extent which may cause damage to human health or the liv-
ing environment (standards found in Table 5 of the Cabinet Order for the
Implementation of the Air Pollution Control Law (Law No. 329 of 1968 as
amended through Law No. 162 of 1985)) the governor should call attention to
such a situation and ask soot and smoke emitting facilities and users or drivers
of motor -vrhicles to cooperate in reducing the level of soot and smoke emis-
sion or in voluntarily curtailing the operation of their motor vehicles.

- Report and Inspection - in order to implement the laws, the prefectural governor
may require a soot and smoke emitting facility, or a person installing a particu-
late discharging facility, to report certain matters. These include the conditions
of the facility and any accident reports concerning the facility. In addition, the
governor may have officials of the prefectural government enter into a facility
to make an inspection.
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Local public entities are entitled under the Air Pollution Control Law to insti-
tute regulations on the emission into the air of substances other than soot and
smoke generated by soot and smoke emitting facilities, the emission into the air
of soot and smoke generated by facilities other than soot and smoke emitting
facilities,. and the discharge or scattering into the air of particulates generated,
discharged, or scattered by facilities other than particulates discharging facili-
ties.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Boiler - applies to hot blast boilers only. This term does not refer to boilers that
use electricity or waste heat alone.

"* Environmental Quality Standards - standards designed to maintain the "health of
human beings and the conservation of one's living surroundings." The standard
concerning air pollution is established for five air pollutants: sulfur dioxide
(SO 2), carbon monoxide, suspended particulate matters, photochemical oxidant,
and nitrogen dioxide (NO2).

"* Exhaust Gas from Motor Vehicle - carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, lead com-
pounds, nitrogen oxides, and particulates exhausted from operating motor vehi-
cles.

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Particulates - any substance discharged or scattered as a result of mechanical
treatments, such as crushing and the selection of material or a heap of material.

"* Particulates Discharging Facility - any facility designated by cabinet order that
discharges, emits, or scatters particulates which may cause air pollution, includ-
ing facilities installed in an industrial plant or business establishment that
discharges and scatters particulates.

"* Soot and Smoke - major pollutants which are the object of control under the Air
Pollution Control Law. These include:

- sulfur oxides generated as a result of combustion of fuel and similar
activities

- nitrogen oxides
- soot and dust generated as a result of combustion of fuel and similar

activities, or as a result of the use of electricity as a heat source
- cadmium and its compounds, chlorine and hydrogen chloride, fluorine,

hydrogen fluoride and silicon fluoride, and lead and its compounds
which are generated as a result of the combustion, synthesis, resolution
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and other treatments (excluding mechanical treatments) designated by
the cabinet order as those liable to adversely affect human health or the
living environment.

• Soot and Smoke Disposing Facility - any facility that disposes of soot and smoke
generated from a soot and smoke emitting facility.

- Soot and Smoke Emitting Facility - any facility designated by cabinet order
installed in an industrial plant or a business establishment that generates and
emits soot and smoke which may cause air pollution. Those designated facili-
ties which may be located on Armed Forces installations include boilers and
waste incinerators.

. Specific Substances - this refers to the following 28 types of airborne pollutants
(excluding soot and smoke pollutants) for which emission control and/or reduc-
tion regulations are promulgated:

- ammonia
- hydrogen fluoride
- hydrogen cyanide
- carbon monoxide
- formaldehyde
- methanol
- hydrogen sulfide
- hydrogen phosphide
- hydrogen chloride
- nitrogen disoxide
- acrolein
- sulfur dioxide
- chlorine
- carbon bisulfide
- benzene
- pyridine
- phenol
- sulfuric acid (including sulfur trioxide)
- silicon fluoride
- phosgene
- selenium dioxide
- chlorosulfonic acid
- yellow phosphorus
- phosphorus trichloride
- bromine
- nickel carbonyl
- phosphorus pentachloride
- mercaptan.
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"• Total Mass Emission Control Standards - areas that have a concentration of fac-
tories and industrial establishments and are designated by cabinet order as areas
where it is recognizably difficult to attain air quality standards. In these areas,
the governor of the prefecture formulates a designated soot and smoke total
mass reduction plan.

"* Volume of Soot and Smoke - the volume of sulfur oxides and nitrogen oxides
generated by the soot and smoke emitting facility and emitted into the air from
an outlet.

"* Waste Incinerator - an incinerator used for the burning of waste materials.
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AIR EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACr THESEl

WORKSHET TMSU: PERSON4S OR GROUPS:

AR lnasiUiouu 1-1 ftrong) 1-11 (1)(2X3X6)X9)

Vehicle Emissions 1-12 and 1-13 (1)(2X9)

*CONTACT/LO)CATION CODE:

(1) Db=WMua of Enghwaftmin Wn Housin (IDEH)
(2) Enviomnnenal Comrintor (EC)
(3) Preverndve Medicine Office
(6) Director of Logidcs (DOL)
(9) Chie of Opertim andMamnac (OwM
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
AIR DEISSIONS MANAGDIENT

RIZULATORY

tlQLgRDW41I: REVIEWER CNECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

1-1. Detennine actions Exmine a copy of previous zview report aD detemeine if noncom liance
or chanes since imes have been resolved. (IX2)
zeview of air emau(OMP).

1-2. Installations should Detrmine f copies of the foowing mgulam are maintained and kept
maintain copies of all cunent at the installation: (1)(2X3)
relevant host nation and
prdecuim reulas on -Air Pollution Control Law (Law No. 97 of 1968 as amended
wir emisions (GMP). d=rouh Law No. 65 of 1974).

- Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the Air Pollution Control
Law (Cabinet Order No. 329 of 1968 as amended touh Cabinet
Order No. 162 of 1985).

- Enfrcement Regulation of the Air Pollution Control Law (Ministry
of Hata• d n and ministd y of Inemational Trade and
Industry Ordinmnce No. 1 of 22 June 1971 as amended toumg
Orlinmce No. 31 of 1985).

- Permissible imb of Emissions from Motor Vehicles, Environment
A cy Notificaon No. 53, 4 Sepember 1975, as amended
d Notificatim No. 1, 29 January 1988.

- Road Tran4prtation Vehicle Law (Law No. 185 of I June 1951).

1-3. Installations should Verify that installation is aware of what requirements conm into play
be aware of what require- when profectural govenments declare photochemical smog alerts. (IX2)
ments come into play
When - govern-
ments declare photochem-
ia smog alerts (GMP).

(1) Dietor te of Ealbeing md HouWu (DEH) (2) Enwiunmut Coordnakx (BC) (3) Privwaive Medicine

Offim (6) Dbitr of Lo&git (DOL) (9) Cdhid of Opwa mad Mainsnn (O&M)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
AMR DEISSIONS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY
REQUIRZaMZNS REVIEWER CHECKS:

1-4. Any installation Detrmine whether construction of a new boiler or incinerawo is
,that pbms to estabislis a scheduled. (2)
amo amd smoke emitting
:facility wis rqure to pro- Verify doat proper notification has been made to hoot nation authorities
vide thcrodifomtin Uuagh the Defense Facilities Admuinisuration Bureau (DFAB). (1X2)
Ito the =govenotronfihe
iwefecture in accordance Verify dtha a report is provided Within 30 days of the facility being desg-
'with the provisions of the noted as a soot and smoke emitting facility. (1X2)
Order of the Prime
Minister's Off=c (Air Verif that the report contains the following information: (1X2)
Pollution Control Law.
Articles 6 and 7; Cabinet - nmem and location of the installation
Order for Implemtenoioon - type Of prF osdfqC& sMo and smoke emitting facility
of the Air Pollution Con- -structur of Ith proposed soot and smoke emitting facility
trol Law, Article 8). - method of opesiu the proposed soot and smoke emittig facility

FKUPM~mthood dspo of soot and smoke
- roosdm e~thod Of dichrgnga and smoke

- lcatonOf teSoot and smoke emitting and disposing ailte
- oudm ofd Peution sysems related to the emission and dispo-

salof sootand smoke
- locationi Of discharge go measuring points, where these measuring

points we prviided in the flue
- emergency communication telephone numbers and other emer-

jency c miaonmethods
- volume of sulfur oxides or specific toxi substances generated by

the propoed soot and smoke emitting facility and emite into the
airfro a ouet(volume of soot mnd smoke)

- volume of aoo and dust or toxic subsutances (excluding specific
toxic substances) contained in the pollutants gener ated by the pro-_

p soota and smoke emitting facility and emitted into the air
fro anoutet(density of soo and smoke).

1-. If changes are Determine if the installation modified its plan for the soot and smoke
made to the plans of the emitting facility after submitting the orginal proposal. (1X2)
prpoe soot and smoke
emitting facility, or if the Verify that the modified plans were submitted to the governor of the pre-
govero oftepeecture fecture. (1X2)
in whih Oithe pfaiirtfy is to
be located reuires Detemnine if the governo of the prefecture ordered that modifications be
changes tobe mad to made to the faclit. (1X2)

the aciity di hoalla-
tion has speific reporting Verify tha the modifications have been made, (1X2)
and modfi=tio duties
(Air Pollution Control
Law, Articles 8 throgh
10).

(1) Dioaciomt of Engineerin an Housing (DEli) (2) Envirwmne"a Cordinator (BC) (3) Prevutive Mefficine
Office (6) Dizecor of LogiticS (DOL) (9) Chief of Opragion mid Maanjenancs (O&M)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
AIR EUSSIONS MANAGEMENT

RIGUILATORY
REQ URME~lI:REVIEWER CHEMC :

1.6. In cow of aciden- Dewemine if any specific substancies (se defiitidons) were released.
Wa relas into die (1X2X3)
cavirwiment of specific
substances from a soo Verify tha the following actions were perfonmed.: (1X2X3)
and smouke emitting (ecu-
ity, die izntallation has ee measure w res taken mtl Pwp h isiinspecific dud=e and may de- =!Maon took weares tMM uoid etretestaint
be subject oo orders 6=rn normal after the accidental relamse of specific substace
f diegeectural governr if die prefectural governor sDorwders, the installation has taken

conernngthe prevention necessary measures to prevent recurrence of such accidents.
of fturereleases (Air

Pollution Control Law,
Article 17).

1-7. installation with Determine if the installaton operat= (1X(9)
specific soot and smoke
emitting facilities we -boilers with a heating are of 10 square meters (en) or above, or
required to maintain those with a combustion rame of a burner of 50 liters (L) or preater
records Of the volume per hour when calculated in wems of heavy oil (this does not
and density of soot and include those boilers din use eleictricity as a wol source of heat,
smoke gnrtd (Air bit does include hot blast boilers)
Pollution Co Io Law, -waste incinerators with a grat an greater than or equnl to 2
Article 16). in2 or a rate of incineration greater tha or equal to 200 kilograms

(lcg) per hour.

Verf that records of the volume and density of soo and smoke gen-
erted are maintained for these facilities. (1X9)

1-. Installations that Verify that emissions do not exceed stipulatd levels (1X2)
oeaesoot and smoke
emtig facdiites ar (NOTE: These standards are usually foun in prefectural regulations.)

rqired tD Mee specic
emission st~andrds (Air (NOTE: This gosindoes not apply to these facilities for 6 months
Pollution Control Law, (mo) after the fCility "is designased as a soot and smoke emitting facility,
Article 13). unless a loca public ordinance requires imemdiate compliance.)

1-9. Installatious mn Determine whether procdure exist at fth installation to reduce operating
= ubwe to have- a plan to leavels of fth following activities when requested to do so by local author-

emissions when if=es: (1X2)6X9)
they exceed established
limits aid to submit this - smoto vehicle oeain
in a report to fth Ver- - boilers Andinneaos
nor of fth prefectur in
Which dihefaility is
located (Air Pollution
Control Law, Ankile 13-
2).

(1) Directaure of Engineering and Housing (DEll) (2) Environmental Coomdinato (BC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief of Operations end Maintenance (O&M)
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COMPLIANCE CATZGORY:
AIR MSSIMONS MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY
RIDQUIURAZIIEN REVIEWECR CHECKS:

1-10. In area where the Deuemnine whether the installation is within an area where special etnis-
concenoabo. of soot and uions standads apply. (1X2)
somf emiting faclities
and the =muto j~olln- Verify diat the installation is complying with the special standards.
U"t emltted diehagX2)
Director General of the
Environmient Agency may Verf diat mny facilities that began operating recently meet die following
set speia emission stan- criteria: (1X2X9)
dards with regard so sul-
fur oxides and dunt for - sulfur oxide emsios
:my newly established - 0.04 parts per million (ppn) of daily average of hourly values,

nod and smoel emitting exetwhen the number of days with daily average of hourly
facility in the ane (Airvle 0.04 ppm or above does not exceed 7 days in a year
Pollution Control Law, - dust emissions:
Article 3; Cabinet Order - yearly average of awitount in the air~ 0. 15 milligrams (mg) per
for the Implemtentation of cubic mnew (mn).
the Air Pollution Control
Law, Article 6).

1-11. Instalations tho Dewemine if the installation plans to establish a etclesiha g
p lan ID estabish p!tnu- facility. (1X2)
lates-dischargig . ties
are required to provide Verify doat a report will be made within 30 days and will include the fol-
Spc ific infonmatio to lowing: (1XC2)

tegovernor of the pe
fecture in accorafce - name and location of the installation
with the provisions of the -type of pr pos pticulates-discharging facility
Order of te Prime - smcueo r pose pticulates-diwharging facility
Mlinister's Office (Air - metod Of e Ing teprooe particWlate-ischarging facility
Pollution Control Law, - layout drawings of particulates dspal fclte n aiiista
Article 18). cs:ip: heogaiatio ofaclties orandfction ha

relating aD the discharge of particulates and the disposalofpti
culaes.

(1) Dkwiretort of Engineerifg and Houing MMII (2) Envinmmetal Cowdinaki (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (6) Direcor of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief of Opersimi and Mainmamae (0kM)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
AIM EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

Jamm

REGULATORY

REQUIRBMKNTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

VEHICLE EMISSIONS

1-12. Vehicles must verify that imwl= vehliles have received ixmper cification frm
mee specific emnission the bfinistry of Tianqxxaaon doa they have met the mWrnu ds for per-
limit requitements (Air missible emission as conained in Appendix 1-1. (IX2X9)
Pollution Control Law.,
Article 19; Permissible
Limits of Motor Vehicle
Ermssions).

1-13. Installations using Verfy that equipment used by the installation to limit motor vehicle
devices to limit motor emusaim of smoke, odor, and other pollutants meets the standffds esta-
vehicle emissions of bished by the Ministry of Trnsponitaon. (IX2X9)
smoke, odor, and other
polutants must ensure (NOTE: This que.tion applies to automobiles and scootm (vehicks
that the equient meets whose engines have a displweremnt of less than 50 cubic cenumeters
specific stndads (Road (cc)).)
Transportation Vehicle
Law, No. 185 of 1 June
195 1, Articles 41 and 44).

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmetal Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine

Officer (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief of Operations and Maintmnnce (O&M)
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INSTALLATION: COMMIANCE CATEGORY: DATM RRVBKWU(5):
AM EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

STATUS
NA C IMA REVIEWER COMMENTS:

(1) Dkica of Engineering ui Housing (DEH) (2) Ewmmmenwtal Cor or (EC) (3) Preventive
Medicine Officer (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)



Section 2

Hazardous Materials Management



Swhom 2

HAZARDOUS MA•IJALS MAGNAGM

A.Aplcilt

This protocol is applicable to U.S. Armed Forces installations in which workers
are routinely exposed to hazardous materials (for example, chlorine and ben-
zene). At present, protocol information addresses the handling of these two and
other substances.

EL Japanese Leq lon and Repuadons

"S Fire Prevention Law is a lengthy, comprehensive law addressing many aspects
of fire prevention and control involving various items and industries in Japan.
Under this law a number of cabinet orders concerning different areas of fire
prevention have been promulgated. For hazardous materials, the main cabinet
order is the Cabinet Order Concerning the Regulation of Hazardous Sub-
stances.

"* Cabinet Order Concerning the Regulation of Hazardous Substances contains
specifications for the proper storage, handling, and transport of hazardous sub-
stances in order to reduce the risk of fire, accidental spillage or leakage, or
other dangers associated with toxic and hazardous substances.

"* Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards Due to Specified Chemical Substances
(Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 39, 30 September 1972 as revised through
Ordinance No. 33 of 16 August 1978) is designed to help in the prevention of
the occurrence of cancers, dermatitis, neurological disorders, and other health
impairments in workers resulting from chemical and similar substances. The
Labor Standards Inspection Office and the Ministry of Labor are the entities
charged with maintaining compliance with the law. Article 39 of this ordi-
nance is concerned with medical examinations of workers exposed to certain
hazardous substances. It stipulates the types of medical examinations required
and the frequency of their occurrence for workers dealing with these sub-
stances.

" Poisonous/Harmful Substances Regulation Law (Law No. 303 of 1950 as
amended by Law No. 90 of 1985) is designed to regulate poisonous and harm-
ful substances from the standpoint of public sanitation.
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C. Prefectural Regziatiem

At present, no information is available regarding specific prefectural regulations
of hazardous materials. Under the Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards due to
Specified Chemical Substances, the burden is on the employer to direct his or
her workers to deal with hazardous substances in the manner as set out by the
Ministry of Labor. Prefectural governments have no authority under this ordi-
nance to require employers to do anything. Undoubtedly, prefectural govern-
ments should have at least the same type of authority under inherent police
powers to regulate the storage of flammable and combustible materials within
their prefectures, similar to the authority of U.S. states and localities.

D. Key Cropliac Deflniliom

The following definitions were obtained from the Ministry of Labour Ordinance
listed previously.

"* Designated Amount - refers to the storage of hazardous substances (see Appen-
dix 2-1).

"* Good Managemei! Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated

by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Harmful Substances - those substances listed in Appendix 2-2.

"* Poisonous Substances - those substances listed in Appendix 2-3.

"* Specific Poisonous Substances - those substances listed in Appendix 2-4.

"* Storage Facilities - there are seven basic types of storage areas or facilities out-
lined in, and regulated by, the Cabinet Order Concerning the Regulation of
Hazardous Substances. These are:

- inside storage (storage within a building)
- outside storage (storage outside a building)
- inside tank storage (storage in tanks within a building)
- outside tank storage (storage in tanks outside a building)
- underground tank storage
- simple tank storage (generally, smaller storage tanks)
- mobile tank storage (a tank fixed on a vehicle).

(NOTE: For the purposes of this manual, regulations concerning outside tank
storage, underground tank storage, and mobile tank storage are discussed in the
Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricant (POL) Management section.)
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS: *

All Installations 2-1 through 2-3 (1)(2)(5)(6)(7)

Inside Storage 2-4 (1 X2)(4)(5)

Inside Tank Storage 2-5 through 2-7 (1 X2)(4X5)

Simple Tank Storage 2-8 (1 )(2)

Outside Storage 2-9 (1X2)

Fire Extinguishing 2-10 (1)X2)(4)(5)
Standards

Fire Alarm 2-11 (1)X2)(4)(5)

Storage and Handling 2-12 through 2-14 (1X2X3)(4)(5)

Signs 2-15 (1)(2)(4)

Worker Protection 2-16 and 2-17 (2X3)

Releases 2-18 (1)(2)

*CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Environmental Coordinator (EC)
(3) Preventive Medicine Officer
(4) Safety and Health Officer
(5) Fire Department
(6) Director of Logistics (DOL)
(7) Fuels Management Officer (DOLJDEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
REQUIRFMEMTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

2-1. Determine actions Examine copies of previous reviews to determine if noncompliance issues
or changes since previous have been resolved. (1)(2)
evaluation of hazardous
materials management
(GMP).

2-2. Installations should Determine if copies of the following are maintained: (1)(2X5)(6)(7)
maintain copies of
relevant host nation and - Fire Prevention Law.
prefectural regulations on - Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the Fire Prevention Law.
hazardous materials - Cabinet Order Concerning the Regulation of Hazardous Sub-
(GMP). stances.

- Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards due to Specified Chemical
Substances; Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 32, 30 September
1972; revised through Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 26, 1989.

2-3. Installations that Verify that the installation has submitted, if requested to do so, the fol-
plan to store hazardous lowing information concerning the proposed hazardous substance storage
substances must submit tank and/or hazardous substance area: (IX2)
upon request specific
information about the - name and address of the applicant
proposed storage area or - category and classification of the item to be installed
tank to the governor or - location of the item to be installed
the Ministry of Home - category, name of the article, and maximum amount of the hazar-
Affairs (Cabinet Order dous substance
Concerning the Regula- - a multiple of the designated amount
tion of Hazardous Sub- - location and structure of the facility
stances, Article 6). - method of storage and handling of the hazardous substances

- anticipated date of the beginning and ending of construction of the
item to be installed.

(NOTE: This application should be turned in, along with plans for the
location, structure, and associated facilities, and any other forms or infor-
mation required by ordinance of the Ministry of Home Affairs, through
the Defense Facilities Administration Office (DFAO) or the Defense
Facilities Administration Bureau (DFAB).)

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Health Officer (5) Fvue Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
REQUI[REMENI: REVIEWER CHECKS:

INSIDE STORAGE

2-4. Installations that Verify that each building containing hazardous substances has the empty
store hazardous sub- lot area surrounding it as specified in Appendix 2-5. (1)X2X4)(5)
stances inside of build-
ings must meet specific Verify that signs are posted indicating that the building is used for the
requirements (Cabinet inside storage of hazardous substances. (1 X2)(4)(5)
Order Concerning the
Regulation of Hazardous Verify that signs are posted indicating fire prevention requirements as set
Substances, Article 10). by the ordinance of the Ministry of Home Affairs. (1)(2)(4)(5)

Verify that the building is an independent building used only for the
storage of hazardous substances. (1)(2X4)(5)

Verify that the building meets the following structural requirements:
(1)(2)(4)(5)

- it is one story, less than 6 meters (m) high, and has a raised floor
(a floor that is above ground level)

- it is less than 1000 m2

- the walls, structural supports, and floor are fireproof
- outside walls have doorways only
- the roof is nonflammable and does not have a false ceiling
- any windows and doorways are set fireproof doors
- only glass with mesh is used
- floors are impermeable, sloped, and fitted with a container to col-

lect any spilled hazardous liquids
- appropriate natural and/or artificial lighting and ventilation is

present
- if stored Rubstances have a flashpoint of less than 70 degrees Cen-

tigrade ( C), equipment that vents inflammable vapor through the
roof must be present

- if necessary, air conditioning should be present to keep the build-
ing temperature below the flashpoint of the stored hazardous sub-
stances.

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Health Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOLJDEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIPFMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

INSIDE
TANK STORAGE

2-5. Specific standards Verify that the building used for storage is one story. (I)(2)
must be met for the
proper storage of hazar- Verify that the tank is situated in a room used exclusively for tank
dous substances in tanks storage. (1)(2)
inside buildings (Cabinet
Order Concerning the Verify that there is 0.5 m or more between tanks or between a tank and
Regulation of Hazardous the wall. (1)(2)
Substances, Article 12).

Verify that the following signs are present: (i)(2)(4X5)

- a sign indicating that a hazardous substance is stored in the tank
- a sign listing fire prevention information as stipulated by the ordi-

nance of the Ministry of Home Affairs.

Verify that the tank meets the following general requirements: (1)(2)

- it is made of steel plate that is at least 3.2 millimeters (mm) thick
- its capacity is less than 40 times that of the designated amount
- the outside surface of the tank is painted with rust preventive paint.

Verify that nonpressure type tanks have a ventilation pipe. (1)(2)

Verify that pressure type tanks have a safety device according to the
standards set by the Ministry of Home Affairs. (1)(2X4)

Verify that tanks containing liquid hazardous substances are equipped
with an indicator to show the amount of substance in the tank. (i)(2)

Verify that the opening of the tank: (1)(2)(4)

- is positioned to prevent a fire hazard
- is connected with a pouring hose or pipe
- does not leak
- has a valve or a lid.

Verify that the tank's water drain pipe is located on the side board of the
tank. (1)(2)

(I) Direcorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Health Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOLJDEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATIEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan
REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-6. Independent pumps Verify that: (1)(2)
located outside of build-
ings containing hazardous - there is an empty area 3 m wide around the pump and its facilities
substance tanks must - the pump is fixed on a strong foundation
meet specific criteria - the pump, its facilities, and its building are made from nonflamm-
(Cabinet Order Concern- able material and light metal boards
ing the Regulation of - the doorway of the pump room has a fireproof door
Hazardous Substances, - only glass with mesh is used
Article 12, Section 9-2). - the floor of the pump room is impermeable. slopes, and has a

liquid gathering container
- the pump room is properly lighted and ventilated.

(NOTE: Pumps located inside the building containing the storage tark
must be situated and maintained in accordance with the ordinance of the
Ministry of Home Affairs.)

2-7. Rooms used for the Verify that: (1)(2)(5)
inside storage of tanks
containing hazardous sub- - the walls, supports, and floor of the room are fireproof
stances must meet - the beams are made from nonflammable material
specific criteria (Cabinet - outside walls on which fire is likely to spread have doorways only
Order Concerning the - the roof of the room is made from nonflammable material and
Regulation of Hazardous does not have a false ceiling
Substances, Article 12, - the windows and doorways of the room must be fireproof
Section 11). - only glass with mesh is used

- the floor of the room is impervious to liquid hazardous substances,
has a proper slope and a gathering container

- the doorway is 0.2 m or more high
- the room has proper lighting and ventilation.

(I) Directorate of Engineenng and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety
and Health Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

SIMPLE
TANK STORAGE

2-8. Installations that Verify the following: (1)(2)
have simple storage tanks
must meet specific - the tanks are usually located outside
requirements (Cabinet - there are three or fewer tanks at the same location
Order Concerning the (NOTE: This is two or fewer when the tanks contain hazardous
Regulation of Hazardous substances of the same type.)
Substances. Article 14). - there are signs indicating they are simple storage tanks

- there are signs indicating fire prevention information as specified
in the rdinance of the Ministry of Home Affairs

- tanks are fixed on the ground or on a foundation so as to prevent
movement

- there is an empty space around each tank of not less than I m (for
outside simple storage tanks) or 0.5 m (for inside simple storage
tanks)

- the tank has a capacity of 600 liters (L) or less
- the tank is made from steel that is less than 3.2 mm thick
- the tank is airtight
- the exterior surface of the tank has a rust preventive paint applied

to it
- the tank has a ventilation pipe according to the ordinance of the

Ministry of Home Affairs.

OUTSIDE STORAGE

2-9. Specific standards Verify that: (1)(2)
must be met for the out-
side storage of containers - the outside storage area is located in an area thit drains well and is
of hazardous substances not normally wet
(Cabinet Order Concern- - the boundaries of the area are clearly marked by fences
ing the Regulation of - empty space is located around the area in accordance with the
Hazardous Substances, standards found in Appendix 2-6
Article 16). - there are signs indicating that the area is an outside storage area

- there are signs containing fire prevention information as prescribed
in the ordinance of the Ministry of Home Affairs.

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2).Environmental Coordinator (BC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Health Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

FIRE
EXTINGUISHING
STANDARDS

2-10. Installations are Verify that the standards in Appendix 2-7 are met. (1)(2)(4)(5)
required to meet specific
fire extinguishing stan-
dards (Cabinet Order
Concerning the Regula-
tion of Hazardous Sub-
stances. Article 20).

FIRE ALARM

2-11. Specified build- Verify that any building or area containing hazardous substances in quan-
ings or areas are required tities ten or more times the designated amount has a fire alarm.
to have a fire alarm (1)(2)(4)(5)
(Cabinet Order Corcern-
ing the Regulation of
Hazardous Substances.
Article 21).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (;) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Heal,, Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan
REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

STORAGE
AND HANDLING

2-12. Installations must Verify that only hazardous substances named in the application for
meet specific storage and storage are actually stored. (1)(2)(4)
handling requirements for
hazardous substances Verify that hazardous substances are not stored in excess of the desig-
(Cabinet Order Concern- nated amount stated in the application for storage. (I)(2)(4)
ing the Regulation of
Hazardous Substances, Verify that only authorized personnel have access to the storage area.
Article 24: Poisonous! (1)(2)(4)
Harmful Substances Reg-
ulation Law, Article i1). Verify that gathering containers for liquid hazardous substances are emp-

tied regularly to prevent overflow. (i)(2)(4)

Verify that dust and/or residue of hazardous substances is discharged
properly once per day. (1)(2)(4)

Verify that proper temperature, humidity, and/or pressure is maintained
during storage and/or handling. (1)(2)(4)

Verify that hazardous substances are handled in a manner that prevents
leaking, overflowing, or splashing. (1)(2)(4)

Verify that proper measures are taken to prevent unwanted mixing of
hazardous substances during handling. (1)(2)(4)

Verify that during the repair of any equipment related to the handling or
storage of hazardous substances, the substance is stored safely away from
the area. (1)(2)(4)

Verify that containers used for storing and handling hazardous substances
are not damaged or corroded. (1)(2)(4)

Verify that containers are handled with care. (1)(2)(4)

2-13. Installations are Verify that the person in charge of poisonous or harmful substances is
required to have a spe- properly trained. (2)(3)(4)
cialist to manage poiso-
nous or harmful sub-
stances to prevent injury
to public sanitation
(Poisonous/Harmful Sub-
stances Regulation Law.
Article 7).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Heal!., Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOLIDEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTs: REVIEWER CHECKS:

2-14. Installations are Verify that first category hazardous substances (oxide solids): (1)(2X4)(5)
required to follow
specific standards for the - are not mixed with inflammable substances
handling and storage of - are not placed close to substances with which they will react
specific hazardous sub- - are not heated or dropped.
stances (Cabinet Order
Concerning the Regula- Verify that peroxides of alkaline metal do not touch water. (1)(2)(4)(5)
lion of Hazardous Sub-
stances, Article 25). Verify that second category hazardous substances (combustible solids):

(I)(2X4X5)

- are not mixed with an oxidizer
- are not placed close to flames or sparking objects
- are not exposed to high temperatures.

Verify that iron, metal, and magnesium dusts do not touch water or acid.
(1)(2)(4X5)

Verify that third category hazardous substances (spontaneously combusti-
ble and water-reactive substances): (1)(2)(4X5)

- are not placed close to a flame or sparking object
- are not exposed to high temperatures
- are not heated or exposed to air
- if reactanls, they are not exposed to water.

Verify that fourth category hazardous substances (water-soluble and non-
water-soluble liquids): (1)(2)(4)(5)

- are not placed near flame, sparking objects, or high temperatures
- are not heated or allowed to vaporize.

Verify that fifth category hazardous substances (self-reactive substances):
(I)(2)(4)(5)

- are not placed close to flames, sparking objects, or high tempera-
tures

- are not heated or jolted.

Verify that sixth category hazardous substances: (1)(2)(4)(5)

- are not mixed with inflammable substances
- are not placed close to substances that will stimulate reactions
- are not heated.

(NOTE: The cabinet order does not explicitly define sixth category
hazardous substances, though nitric acid and hydrogen peroxide appear to
be typical examples.)

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEN) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Heal!' Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

SIGNS

2-15. Installations are Verify that containers of poisonous substances are marked accordingly
required to have the with white letters on a red background. (I X2X4)
proper signs on containers
of poisonous and harmful Verify that containers of harmful substances are marked accordingly with
substances (Poisonous! red letters on a white background. (1)(2)(4)
Harmful Substance Regu-
lation law, Article 12).

WORKER
PROTECTION

2-16. Installations with Discuss with Preventive Medicine (PVNTMED) whether those who rou-
workers who handle tinely work with chlorine are monitored at 6-moo intervals for the follow-
chlorine or substances ing: (2)(3)
that contain chlorine in
excess of 1 percent by - work history
weight must monitor the - previous respiratory ailments from chlorine
health of the workers at - previous ophthalmological symptoms from chlorine
6-month (mo) intervals - presences of symptoms such as coughs, congestion, upper respira-
(Ordinance on Prevention tory tract irritation, tearing, abnormalities of corneas, vision dis-
of Hazards due to Speci- turbance, dental changes
fled Chemical Sub- - investigation of working conditions
stances). - physical checking of the chest or direct checking of the chest with

roentgenography
- pulmonary ventilation function test when symptoms are noted in

respiratory organs.

2-17. !nstallations with Discuss with PVNTMED whether those who routinely work with benzene
workers who handle ben- are monitored at 6-mo intervals for the following: (2)(3)
zene must monitor the
health of the workers at - work history
6-mo intervals (Ordi- - previous symptoms or ailments such as heaviness in the head,
nance on Prevention of headache, dizziness, palpitations, malaise, paresthesia in upper and
Hazards due to Specified lower extremities, poor appetite, bleeding tendency, etc., resulting
Chemical Substances). from benzene

- current ailments including heaviness in the head, headache, dizzi-
ness, malaise, paresthesia in upper and lower extremities, poor
appetite

- blood tests to determine total specific gravity and erythrocytic sys-
tems covering red blood cell counts

- checking of white blood cells.

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and HeaI'h Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT

Japan
REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

RELEASES

2-18. Installations are Verify that the installation submits form USFJ-DJ49 Pollution Incident
required to submit form Report in the event of: (1)(2)
USFJ-DJ-49 Pollution
Incident Report under - any offbase spill
specified circumstances - any onbase spill of a toxic or hazardous material
(USFJ Policy Letter 85- - any onbase spill of POL over 110 gallons (g)
2). - any onbase spill that threatens the host nation's drinking water.

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (4) Safety

and Heal" Officer (5) Fire Department (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (7) Fuels Management Officer (DOLJDEH)
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Appendix 2-1

Designated Amounts for Hazardous Materials Storage

Authorized Storage Quantities for Hazardous Substances

Category Name of Substance Characteristics Quated
Quantity

Type 1 Oxide Solid 50 kg
Type 2 Oxide Solid 300 kg
Type 3 Oxide Solid 1000 kg

Phosphorus sulfur 100 kg
Red sulfur 100 kg
Sulfur 100 kg

2 Type 1 Combustibility 100 kg
Iron 500 kg

Type 2 Combustibility 500 kg
Flammable 1000 kg

Potassium 10 kg
Sodium 10 kg
Alkyl aluminum 10 kg

3 Alkyl lithium 10 kg
Type 1 Spontaneous ignition 10 kg

Yellow Phosphorus 20 kg
Type 2 Spontaneous ignition 50 kg
Type 3 Spontaneous ignition 300 kg

Special flammable 50 L

Petroleum type 1 nonaqueous 200 L
aqueous 400 L

Alcohol 400 L

4 Petroleum type 2 nonaqueous 1000 L
aqueous 2000 L

Petroleum type 3 nonaqueous 2000 L
aqueous 4000 L

Petroleum type 4 6000 L
Animal and Vegetable oil 10,000 L
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Appendix 2-1 (mahumd)

Authorized Storae Quanitdes for Hazrdous Subsances

Category Name of Substance Characteristics Designated
I Quantity

5 Type 1 Self-reactive 10 kg

Type 2 Self-reactive 100 kg

6

(NOTE Definitions of the various subtypes of characteristics wee not avilabl, norm were definitions of the sub-
types of petroleum.)

(NOTE: Category 6 substances are not defined, though nitic acid and hydrogen peroxide appear to be typical exam-
pies.)
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Appendix 2-2

List of Harmful Substances

I1. acryhiitryl
2. acrolein
3. aniline
4. ammonia
5. 2-isopropyl-4-methylpyrimidyl-6-iCthyithiophospIIate (common name - Diazinon)
6. ethyl-N-(diethyldihiophosphorylacetyl) *N-methylcarbamate
7. ethylenechlorohydrin
8. hydrogen chloride
9. mercurous chloride
10. hydrogen peroxide
11. sodium peroxide
12. bromine peroxide
13. potassium
14. alloy of potassium and sodium
15. cresol
16. chloroethyl
17. chlorosulfonic acid
18. chloropicrin
19. chloromethyl
20. chloroform
21. silicofluoric acid
22. sodium cyanate
23. diethyl-4-chlorophenylmercaptomethyldithiophosphate
24. diethyl-(2.4 -dichiorophenyl) -thiophosphate
25. diethyl.2.5-dichlorophenylmercaptomethyldithiophosphate
26. carbon tetrachloride
27. cycioheximide
28. dichloro acetic acid
29. dichlorobutene
30. 2.3-di-(diethyldithiophosphoro) -paradioxane
31. 2.4-dinitro-6-cyclohexylphenol
32. 2.4-dinitro-6-( I-methylpropyl) -phenylacetae
33. 2.4-dinitro-6-methylpropylphefloldimethylacrylate
34. 2,2-dipyridirium-l I-ethylenedibromide
35. 1 .2-dibromoethane (common name - EDB)
36. dibromochloropropane (common name - DBCP)
37. 3 S-dibromo-4-hydroxy-4-nitroazobenzene
38. dimethylethylsulfinylisopropylthiophosphate
39. dimethylethylmercaptoethylditionphosphate (common name - thiomethone)
40. dimethyl-2.2-dichlorovinylphosphate (common name - DDVP)
41. dimcthylditiophosphorylphenyl
42. dimethyldibromodichloroethylphosphate
43. dimethylphthalylimidemethylditiophosphate
44. dimethylmethylcarbamylethylthioethylthiophosphate
45. dimethy:-(N-methylcarbamylmethyl) -dithiophosphate (common name - Dimethoate)
46. dimethyl-4-methylmercapto-3-nlethylphenylthiopbosphatC
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Appendix 2-2 (comadued)

47. dimethyl sulfuric acid
48. bichromic acid
49. oxalic acid
50. bromine
51. nitric acid
52. thallitfi nitrate
53. potassium hydroxide
54. sodium hydroxide
55. sulfonal
56. tetraethylmethylenebisdithiophosphate
57. triethanolammonium-2.4-dinitro-6-(1-methylpropyl) -phenolate
58. trichloro acetic acid
59. trichlorohydroxyethyldimethylphosphonate
60. trithiocycloheptadiene-3.4.6,7-tetranitryl
61. toluidine
62. sodium
63. nitrobenzene
64. carbon disulfide
65. fuming sulfuric acid
66. paratoluylene diamine
67. paraphenylene diamine
68. picric acid
69. hydroxylamine
70. phenol
71. blasticidin S
72. bromoethyl
73. hydrogen bromide
74. bromomethyl
75. hexachloroepoxyoctahydroandexodimethanonaphthalene (common name - Dieldrin)
76. 1,2,3,4.5,6-hexachlorocyclohexane (common name - Lindane)
77. hexachlorohexahydroexoanddimethanonaphthalene (common name - Aldrin)
78. betanaphthol
79. 1,4,5.6,7-pentachloro-3a,4,7,7a-tetrahydro-4,7-(8, 8-dichioromethano) -indene

(common name - Heptachlor)
80. pentachlorophenol (c.n.- PCP)
81. formaldehyde
82. chromic acid anhydride
83. methanol
84. methylsulfonal
85. N-methyl- I -naphthylcarbamate
86. monochlor acetic acid
87. hydrogen iodide
88. iodine
89. sulfuric acid
90. thallium sulfate
91. zinc phosphide
92. ethyl thiocyanoacetate
93. rotenone
94. others-products containing those listed above and those listed in the cabinet order.
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Appendix 2-3

List of Poisonous Substances

1. ethylparanitrophenylthionobenzenephosphonate (common name - EPN)
2. white phosphorous
3. octachlorotetrahydromethanophthalein
4. octamethylpyrophosphoramide (common name - Schradan)
5. curare
6. tetraalkyl lead
7. hydrogen cyanide
8. sodium cyanide
9. diethylparanitrophenylthiophosphate (common name - Parathion)
10. dinitrocresol
1i. 2 4-dinitro-6-(I-methylpropyl) -phenol
12. dimethylethylmercaptoethylthiophosphate (common name - Methyldemeton)
13. dimethyl-(diethylamid- I-chlorochlotonyl) -phosphate
14. dimethiparanitrophenylthiophosphate (common name - Methylparathion)
15. mercury
16. selenium
17. thiosemicarbazide
18. tetraethylpyrophosphate (common name - TEPP)
19. nicotine
20. nickel carbonyl
21. arsenic
22. hydrogen fluoride
23. hexachloroepoxyoctahydroendo, endodimethanonaphthalene (common name
- Endrin)
24. hexachlorohexahydromethanobenzodioxathiepineoxide
25. monofluor acetic acid
26. monofluoro acetamide
27. phosphorus sulfide
28. others - products containing those listed above and those listed in the cabinet order.
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Appendix 2-4

List of Specific Poisonous Substances

1. octainethylpyrophosphoramide
2. tetraalkyl lead
3. diethylparanitrophenylthiophosphate
4. dimethylethylmnercaptoethylthiophosphate
5. dimethyl-(diethylamid-lI-chiorochiotonyl) -phosphate
6. dimethylparanitrophenylthiophosphate
7. tetraethylpyrophosphate
8. monofluoro acetic acid
9. monofluoro acetamide
10. others-products containing those listed above and those listed in the cabinet order.
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Appendix 2-5

Storage Building Requirements

(Source: Article 10, Cabinet Order Concerning the
Regulation of Hazardous Substances)

Buildings must be surrounded by empty lots in accordance with the following table:

Classification Fireproof Building Not Fireproof Building

The multiple of the
designated amount' is 0.5 m or more
5 or less

The multiple of the
designated amount is 1 m or more 1.5 m or more
more than 5 but 10 or less

The multiple of the
designated amount is 2 m or more 3 m or more
more than 10 but 20 or less

The multiple of the
designated amount is 3 m or more 5 m or more
more than 20 but 50 or less

The multiple of the
designated amount is 5 m or more 10 m or more
more than 50 but 200 or less

The multiple of the
designated amount is 10 m or more 15 m or more
more than 200

designated amounts are listed in Appendix 2-1.
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Appendix 2-6

Standards for Outside Storage

(Source: Article 16, Cabinet Order Concerning the
Regulation of Hazardous Substances)

Empty lots must enclose fences in accordance with the following table:

Classifications Width of the Empty Lots

The multiple of the designated
amountl is 10 or less 3 m or more

The multiple of the designated
amount is more than 10 but 20 or less 6 m or more

The multiple of the designated
amount is more than 20 but 50 or less 10 m or more

The multiple of the designated
amount is more than 50 but 200 or less 20 m or more

The multiple of the designated
amount is more than 200 30 m or more

designated amounts are listed in Appendix 2-1.
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Appendix 2-7

Fire Extinguishing Standards
(Cabinet Order Concerning the Regulation of Hazardous Substances)

Cla ifcatdon of Object

Classification of Building or Electric Hardous Hazardous
Fire Extinguishing other facilties substances substances

Equipment structure category I category 2

peroxides others Iron/metal inflamm. others
of dust solid

alkline or
metal magnesium

1. Fire Hydrant Inside or
outside building

2. Sprinkler system ....
Vapor/water spray
extinguishing system

Foam extinguishing system

Carbon dioxide
extinguishing system

3. Halon
extinguishing system

Dry chemical
extinguishing systems:
.-phosphate _ _ •

-hydrogen carbonate ....

--others
Bar water emission system ....
Fog water emissions system ....

Strengthened bar liquid
emission system

Strengthened fog liquid
emission system

Foam extinguisher

4/5. Carbon dioxide extinguisher _

Halon extinguisher • •

Dry chemical
extinguishing systems:
.. phosphate ....

-hydrogen carbonate ....

-others
Water bucket or tank • • •

5. Dry sand .....
Expansion type of vermiculite
or of perlite
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Appendix 2-7 (continued)

Classification of Object

Classification of Hazardous Hazardous Hazardous Hazardous
Fire Extinguishing substances substances substances substances

Equipment category 3 category 4 category 5 category 6
Water Others

reactive
hazardous
substances

1. Fire Hydrant inside or
outside building

2. Sprinkler system ____•

Vapor/water spray
extinguishing system

Foam extinguishing system

Carbon dioxide
extinguishing system

3. Halon
extinguishing system

Dry chemical
extinguishing systems:
--phosphate

--hydrogen carbonate

--others
Bar water emission system •_• •
Fog water emissions system •_• •

Strengthened bar liquid
emission system

Strengthened fog liquid
emission system

Foam extinguisher

4/5. Carbon dioxide extinguisher

Halon extinguisher
Dry chemical
extinguishing systems:
--phosphate
--hydrogen carbonate •_ _

--others
Water bucket or tank

5. Dry sand
Expansion type of vermiculite
or of perlite

(NOTE: Indoor and outdoor storage areas (including tank storage areas) that store substances
which are difficult to extinguish when ignited must have firefighting equipment from groups 4 and
5. Indoor and outdoor storage areas that store substances which are extremely difficult to extin-
guish when ignited must have equipment from groups 1, 2, or 3 and from groups 4 and 5. The
available material did not provide a determination of which substances are considered difficult and
which are extremely difficult to extinguish.)
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Section 3

Hazardous Waste Management



Section 3

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol applies to U.S. Armed Forces installations that generate hazar-
dous wastes.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

" Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law (Law No. 137 of 1970 as anxmded
through Law No. 43 of 1983) is the main law concerning wastes. Hazardous
wastes form a part of the focus of the law, but the law's true focus is broad;
both hazardous and regular wastes are addressed. Its main purpose is the
preservation of the living environment and the imp.vemet of public health
through the appropriate disposal of wastes and conservation of a clean environ-
ment. The law lists the duties of generators, collectors, transporters, and
disposers of wastes, as well as the duties of prefectural and municipal govern-
ments with regard to proper reporting and inspection requirements concerning
wastes.

" Cabinet Order for implenentation of the Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing
Law (Cabinet Order No. 300 of 23 September 1971 as amended through
Cabinet Order No. 336 of 1986) prolides the detailed definitions and standards
mentioned in the basic law. These include standards for the collection, tran-
sportation, and disposal of domestic and industrial wastes, as well as standards
for entrusting transport and disposal of industrial wastes.

"* Regulation for Implementation of the Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law
(No. 35 of 1971 - No. 40 of 1989; Ministry of Health and Welfare Ordinance).

C. Prefectural Regulations

At present, no information is available concerning specific prefectural reguia-
tions for hazardous wastes. The following are actions that prefectural and local
govenmnts can take concerning hazardous waste management, based on pro-
visions in the national laws and regulations.
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"* Duties of Government and Municipalities - municipalities are obligated to pro-
duce concepts of cleaning and to execute waste treatment. Prefectural govern-
ments are bound to give technical advice to municipalities for carrying out their
duties and to "take hold of the conditions of industrial wastes in the respective
prefcture along with provisions of necessary measures."

"* Disposal Plan - the prefectural governor is responsible for promulgating a plan
on industrial wastes disposal. This plan includes the establishment of the
industrial waste treatment plant, transport of industrial wastes, determining the
place for disposal of industrial wastes, and other matters related to the disposal
of industrial wastes. Advice must be sought from the Prefectural Council on
Pollution Control under the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control
(Law No. 132 of 1967 as amended).

"* Disposal by the Prefectural Governments and Municipalities - since these
governmental bodies are responsible for the proper handling of waste materials,
they are entitled both to receive compensation for expenses incurred by the
establishment of public industrial wastes disposal plants and its associated
costs, and to have the authority to deny permission to private collectors, tran-
sporters, and storers of industrial wastes to carry out their activities. This
power is to be exercised primarily when private parties do not conduct their
business in accordance with applicable health and welfare regulations.

"* Treatment by Enterpriser - when a prefectural governor determines that the tran-
sport or disposal of industrial wastes does not comply with the applicable stan-
dards as set out in the cabinet order, or if the storage of industrial wastes is not
in accordance with standards established by the Ordinance of the Ministry of
Health and Wefare, the governor can order a change in the transport, disposal,
or method of storage, and can provide other necessary means for the proper
handling of these wastes.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

The following definitions were obtained from the laws and regulations cited
previously.

"* Enterpriser - a public or private entity who generates industrial waste.

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.
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* Hazardous Substances - defined by the Cabinet Order for Implementation of the
Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law and include the following items:
mercury or its compounds, cadmium or its compounds, lead or its compounds,
organic phosphorus compounds, hexavalent chromium compounds, arsenic or
its compounds, cyanide compounds, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

I Industrial Wastes - defined as:
- waste pieces of rubber
- waste metal
- waste pieces of glass and ceramics
- slags
- pieces of broken concrete produced in the removal of structures and

other similar wastes
- soot and dust produced in those smoke and soot generating facilities pro-

vided in Article 2, paragraph 2 of the Air Pollution Control Law (Law
No. 97 of 1968) and in incineration facilities for sludge, waste oil, waste
acid, waste alkali, and waste plastics

. substances processed from cinders, sludge, waste oil, waste acid, waste
alkali, waste plastics, and wastes which, for disposal purposes, do not
fall under the types of wastes listed previously.

* Undertaker of Industrial Wastes Disposal - a person who undertakes collection,
transport, or disposal of industrial wastes as a business.

* Wastes - refuse, bulky refuse, ashes, sludge, human excretion, waste oil, waste
acid and alkali, carcasses, and other filthy and undesirable material in solid or
liquid state (excluding radioactive wastes).
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HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEWE ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

AU lIutalRaions 3-1 through 3-3 (IX2)

Industrial Waste 3-4 through 34 (IX2X6XI8X19X20X23)

Tmnspontaion

Waste Acid and 3-9 (IX2XIS)
AUkld Disposa

*CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Directorate of Engineemng and Housing (DEH)
(2) Envirormental Coordinator
(6) Director of Logistics (DOL)
(18) TSDF Operatm (DEI- DOL. DRMO)
(19) Shop Activity Supevisor
(20) Director of Contracting (DOC)
(23) Defeme Reutlzaton and Mketing Offe (DRMO)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGDEENT

REGULATORY

REQUOIREMOeN REVIEWER CHECK:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

3-1. Determine actions Examine a copy of die jviwreview to determine if noncompliance
or changes sinc previous issues have bearesovd (1X2)
evaluation of hazardous
waste management
(GNP).

3-2. Installations should Determine if copies of fth following we maintained at die installation:
maintain copies of all (1)(2)
relevant host nation regu-
latons (GAP). -Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law (Law No. 137 of 1970,

as amended).
- Cabinet Order for tie laimp nato othe Waste D Isal and

Public Clor insi Law (Cabinet Order No. 300 of 231Seteber
1971 as amended through Cabinet Order No. 336 of 1986).

- Regulation for the Implementation of the Waste Disposal and Pub-
lic Cleansing Law (No. 35 of 1971 -No. 40Oof 1989; Ministry of
Health and Welfare Ordinance).

3-3. Installations should Verify that the installation is aware of host nation and prefectural stan-
be aware of host nation dards concerning the collection, transportation, and disposal of industrial
and prefectuial standards waste. (1X2)
regarding the collection,
transportation, and dispo- (NOTE: The Cabinet Order for the Imiplemventation of th Waste Dispo-
sal of industrial waste sal and Public Cleansing Low identifies dhe prefectural government as
(OMP). one of the regulating authorities for the collection, transportation, and

disposal of industrial waste.)

INDUSTRIAL WASTE
GENERATION/
DISPOSAL/
TRANSPORTATION

3-4. Installations that Determine if the installation generates industrial wastes. (1X2)
generaie industrial wastes
we required to appoint a Verif tha a peuson has been appointed to manage its disposal. (1X2)
person to manage its

* disposal (Waste Disposal
and Public Cleansing
Law. Article 12, Section
5(l)).

(1) Dizeaciwe of &*gwaving and H1k.,. 3 (DEH) (2) Envirommatal CaodwMin (6) Dimaor di Lcistams (DOL) (18) ISDF
qpwaars (DEH. DOL. DRMO) (19) Saop Actvty Supervsor (2Q) Dfreor at Ccatraefta (DOC) (23) Defense Rectibmizui and
Marbiing Office (URMO)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Ja"a

REGULATORY
umn'LEN M: REVIEWER CHECKS:

3-5. Industrial waste Verify diat industrial waste is stored so as to prevent scattering, leaking.
must be staed in a groundcontaminanon, and the breeding of harnful animals and insects.
manner that prevents (2X18)(19X23)
scattering, leaking, con-
tamination of the ground,
or the breeding of harm-
ful animals and insects
(Regulation for the Imple-
mentation of the Waste
Disposal and Public
Cleansing Law, Article 8,
Section 1 and 2).

3-6. Installations that Determine if the installation collects, nspot, or disposes of its own
collect, transport, or industrial waste. (1)(2X6X23)
dispose of industrial
waste are required to Verify diat pemnnission has been obtained from the prefectural governor.
obtain penrission from (1)
the prefectural governor
(Waste Disposal and Pub-
lic Cleansing Law, Arti-
cle 14).

3-7. Installatns that Determine if the installation uses host nation contractors for waste dispo-
use contractors for the sal. (12)X20X23)
disposal of industrial
waste are required to Review waste disposal contracts. (2X20X23)
ensure that they are prop-
erly qualified and Verify that the contractor is qualified and licensed to transiport and
licensed (Cabinet Order dispose of industrial waste. (2X)2023)
for the Implementation of
the Waste Disposal and (NOTE: In Japan, contracting for disposal of hazardous wastes is subject
Public Cleansing Law, to the approval of the Major Army Command Environmental Protection
Article 6-2). Committee (MACOM EPC).)

(1) Direcor at o gsawri and Hisag (DEED) (2) Envirmeatal Cocedoagr (6) Dirctor of Lqgisics (DOL) (18) ISDF
Operant (DEH. DOL, DRMO) (19) op Activity Spevisor 0) Diracw of Coutacing (DOC) (23) Defea. Ratizii and
Marketing Office (DRMO)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT

Ja"m=

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

3. Installations ae Verify that landfills are enclosed and marked as industrial waste landflfls.
required to meet specific (IX2X18)
standards for theladf=
of industrial waste (NOTE: If the industrial waste contains hazardous substances (see defini-
(Cabinet Order for the tions), the landfill must be naked as a disposal site for dangerous indus-
Implementation of the trial wastes.)
Waste Disposal and Pub-
Uc Cleansing Law, Arti- Verify that the landfill is shut off fomn public waters and underground
cle 6, Section 1). water. (1X2X18)

Verify that sludges are incinerated or their water content is reduced to 85
percent or less prior to landlbling. (IX2X18)

(NOTE: This does not include reclamation on water surfaces.)

Verify that waste oil (excluding tar, pitches, and waste PCBs) are
incinerated prior to landfilling. (1X2X18)

Verify that waste plastics are crushed, cut into pieces (maximum diame-
ter 15 centimeters (cm)), melted, or incinerated prior to landfilling.
(1X2X18)

Verify that waste rubber is crushed, cut into pieces (maximum diameter
15 cm), or incinerated prior to landfilling. (1X2X18)

Verify that soot and dust is packaged to prevent scattering prior to land-
filling. (1X2X18)

(NOTE: This includes soot and dust from smoke and soot generating
facilities and incineration facilities for sludge, waste oil, waste acid,
waste alkali, and waste plastics.)

WASTE ACID AND
ALKALI DISPOSAL

3-9. Underground burial Verify that installations are not burying waste acid and alkai (IX2XI8)
of waste acid and alkali
is prohibited (Cabinet
Order for the Implemen-
tation of the Waste
Disposal and Public
Cleansing Law, Article 6.
Section 2).

(1) Dkeetamt of Engitnerng and Honming (DElH) (2) Eavimamsid Coordin"r (6) Dimntr d Logistzic (DOL) (18) TSDF
Opsert (DEH. DOi. DRMO) (19) Sap Aaivity Supuvisor (20) Direcor of Cmaunctng (DOC) (23) Data.e R.lzitia and
Maketing Office (DRMO)
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ENFTALLAT[ONI 00Mh[lANCM 4 C&1GORY: DAMh RLEVIMWERS).
HAZARDOUS WASTE NIAA 4

Japan

STAIUS
NA C RMA REViCEUW CMDAMEIS

(1) Directrate of Engineering and Housing (DEI) (2) nviron•ue•tal Coordinator (6) Director of
Logistics (DOL) (18) ISDF Operators (DElI, DOL, DRMO) (19) Shop Activity Supervisor (20) Direc-
tor of Conracting (DOC) (23) Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO)
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Section 4

NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol applies to any U.S. Armed Forces installation that encompasses
any designated conservation or protection area.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

- Basic Policy on Conservation of the Natural Environment (Prime Minister's
Office Notification No. 30 of 6 November 1973) is a document that serves as a
mandate and justification for the protection and conservation of the natural
environment. It outlines several fundamental policy directives for the rational
use and conservation of nature and its bounty.

* Nature Conservation Law (Law No. 85 of 1972 as amended through Law No. 58
of 1987) is designed to comprehensively promote the proper conservation of the
natural environment for the present and future health and well being of the pub-
lic. Private property rights are to be balanced with the public interest in con-
serving and protecting the nation's natural resources. The state has the respon-
sibility of preparing conservation plans, conducting scientific studies in connec-
tion with those plans, promoting the public's u t g of the necessity for
conserving the natural environment, and considering the effect on the natural
environment when making and carrying out plans for regional development,
public works, and other public projects.

• Natural Parks Law (Law No. 161 of 1967 as amended through Law No. 87 of
1978) provides for the protection of places of scenic beauty to promote the
"health, recreation, and culture of the people." The law establishes the nation's
park system, including provisions for national parks, quasi-national parks, and
prefectural natural parks. These provisions include designations for special
land and marine park areas that are to be accorded special protection due to
their unqualified or unique natural attributes.

* Law of Cultural Resource Protection (Law No. 214 of 1950 as amended through
Law No. 78 of 1983) is aimed at preserving cultural property in order to "con-
tribute to the advancement of the cultures of the world." It identifies different
types of cultural property and outlines ways to handle them.
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"• Wildlife Protection and Hunting Law (Law No. 32 of 1918) is designed to pro-
tect and propagate wildlife, control harmful wildlife, and prevent the dangers
associated with hunting by executing wildlife protection projects and hunting
restriction; so as to improve the living environment and promote agriculture,
forestry, and fisheries.

" Forestry Law (Law No. 249 of 1951, as amended in 1989) establishes a
comprehensive forestry plan for the purpose of conserving, cultivating, and
increasing the productive capacity of the nation's forests, so as to contribute to
economic development and the preservation of national land.

C. Prefectural Regulations

At present, no information relating to specific prefectural regulations for natural
and cultural resources is available. Chapter VI of the Nature Conservation Law
(Law No. 85 of 1972 as amended through Law No. 58 of 1987) authorizes the
establishment of prefectural nature conservation areas and prefectural nature
conservation councils.

"* Designation P, Prefectural Nature Conservation Areas - prefectures are allowed
to designate certain areas within the prefecture where the natural environment is
equivalent to zones within nature conservation areas and where there is a spe-
cial need for conservation of the environment. The prefecture may establish
wild plant and animal protection districts within special areas of the nature con-
servation areas, consult with the Director General of the Environment Agency
if it intends to designate or expand such areas, and present a conservation plan
for those areas, and may be required to prepare reports concerning such areas.

"* Prefectural Nature Conservation Council - these councils have the responsibility
of discussing important conservation matters within the prefecture.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

The following definitions were taken from the laws, regulations, and policy
materials cited previously.

* Conservation Plan for a Nature Conservation Area - plan outlining the regula-
tions or facilities necessary to conserve the natural environment within a nature
conservation area. This plan addresses such matters as which characteristics of
the natural environn-,ent should be conserved, the designation of an area of land
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to be specially conserved (special area) or sea area to be specially conserved
(special marine area), regulatory matters for conserving the natural environment
within an area, and matters relating to facilities designed for conserving the
natural environment within an area.

Cultural Property - includes the following:
- Cultural property with shape - buildings, paintings, sculptures, handi-

crafts, calligraphies and other items which have a definite shape and are
of historic or artistic value. This term also includes archaeological and
historical items having academic value.

- Cultural property without shape - plays, music, craft techniques, and
other intangible items that have historical or artistic value.

- Folk cultural property - manners and customs concerning food, clothing,
shelter, subsistence, annual events, and similar items.

- Archaeological or historical sites - sites with historical or academic
value such as shell midden, ancient tombs, sites of towns, fortifications
or castles, ancient living areas, and similar items.

- Valuable traditional building - buildings that are unified with their sur-
roundings to form a historical scenic beauty.

* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

• Nature Conservation Areas - those areas selected by the Director General of the
Environment Agency (other than those classified as wilderness areas) which fall
under any of the following categories:

- forests or plains largely covered with alpine plants or subalpine plants
(including land that is an integral part of the natural environment), of a
size exceeding that stipulated by cabinet order

- forest largely composed of excellent natural groves (including land that
is an integral part of the natural environment), of a size exceeding that
stipulated by cabinet order

- land with unique topography or geology, or from which a unique natural
phenomenon can be seen, that is of a size exceeding that stipulated by
cabinet order, including land that is an integral part of the natural
environment

- seashores, lakes, marshes, damp fields, or rivers where the natural
environment, including animals and plants within these areas, is main-
tained in an excellent condition, and which are of a size exceeding that
stipulated by cabinet order

- sea areas where the natural environment, including tropical fish, coral,
seaweed, or other animals or plants within these areas, is maintained in
an excellent condition, and which are of a size exceeding that stipulated
by cabinet order
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- land with native plants, wild animal habitats, and other areas as stipu-
lated by cabinet order, where the natural environment is maintained to
an extent equivalent to that within the areas noted in the preceding
items, and is of a size exceeding that stipulated by cabinet order.

" Nature Conservation Council - a body within the Envuonment Agency charged
with investigating environmental matters under its authority pursuant to the
Nature Conservation Law, the Natural Parks Law, and other laws relating to
the protection and conservation of the natural environment.

"• Ordinary Area - an area that exists within an area that is not included in a spe-
cial area or a special marine area, but rather falls within the zone of a nature
conservation area. Persons performing actions in these areas can do so only
under certain provisions. Certain exemptions to the rules apply, such as for
actions taken as an emergency measure to cope with an extraordinary situation
or actions pertaining to the protection and enhancement of the area.

"• Prefectural Nature Conservation Area - zones where the natural environment is
equivalent to that of nature conservation areas and where there is a special need
for conservation of the natural environment in light of natural and social condi-
tions in the surrounding areas. Prefectures may designate special areas within
the prefectural nature conservation areas in accordance with their regulations
for the purpose of conserving the natural environment within these areas, and
may provide the necessary regulations for actions taken within the areas, pro-
vided that consideration be given to securing the livelihoods of the area
residents who are engaged in agriculture, forestry, fishery, etc., and enhancing
the welfare of these people.

• Prefecture Nature Conservation Council - this body investigates and discusses
matters relating to conservation of the natural environment of the prefecture in
which it is based in response to inquiries from the prefecture. It also investi-
gates and discusses those matters which fall under its authority under the provi-
sions of the Wildlife Protection and Hunting Law (Law No. 32 of 4 April 1918
as amended through Law No. 83 of 1983).

* Restricted Entry District - a zone within a wilderness area to which limited
access is allowed, based upon the position of the Director General of the
Environment Agency that such a district is necessary for conserving the natural
environment within the wilderness area. This district is to be based on the con-
servation plan relating to the wilderness area. No person shall enter the district
unless certain conditions apply, such as when the person has a permit, emer-
gency measures must be taken within the district, conservation work or
management tasks must be performed within the district, or when the Director
General has granted a special permit for unavoidable cause.
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"* Wild Animal and Plant Protection District - an area within the special area
within which the Director General of the Environment Agency determines there
to be a special need for the protection of specific wild animals and plants. A
district may be established for each kind of wild animal or plant to be protected
on the basis of the conservation plan for a nature conservation area.

"* Wilderness Area - an area designated by the Director General of the Environ-
ment Agency after consultation with the public and other government organiza-
tions. This includes some areas upon which the natural environment has main-
tained an ecological stability without being influenced by human activities,
areas of a size exceeding that stipulated in the relevant cabinet order, and areas
that are owned by the State or by local public bodies (excluding reserved
forests so designated under the Forests Law (Law No. 249 of 1951).

"• Wildlife Protection Area - an area in which the capture and collection of desig-
nated animals and plants is prohibited except by permission of the Director
General of the Environment Agency or the governor of the concerned prefec-
ture.
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NATURAL AND CULTURAL
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

Natural Resources 4-1 dtrough 4-7 (IX2XISX16)

Cultural Resources 4-8 dtmugh 4-11 (1X2)

*CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Direcoate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Environmental Coordinator (EC)

(15) Land Management Offer (DEH)
(16) Building and Grounds Division (DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
REQUMUVE ; REVIEWER CHECKS:

NATURAL
RESOURCES

4-1. Determine actions Examine copies of previous natural resources reviews to determine if
or changes since previous noncompliance issues have been resolved. (IX2)
reviews of natural
resources management
(GMP).

4-2. Installations should Determine if copies of the following laws applicable to the insmHation
maintain copies of all are mnantained on the installation: (1X2)
relevant host nation regu-
Mlaions on natural - Basic Policy on Conservation of the Natural Environs.
resources (GMP). - Nature Conservation Law.

- Natural Parks Law.
- Forestry Law.
- WilWie Protection and Hunting Law.

4-3. Installations are Verify dhat the installation is cooperating with host nation and prefectural
responsible for conserva- authorities about conservation of the environmentL (1)
tion of the natural
envirnment and are
required to cooperate
with host nation and pre-
fectural public bodies in
their implementation of
conservation plans
(Nature Conservation
Law, Article 10).

(1) Direwate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Enviromental Coordinat (EC) (15) Land Marnagent

Officer (DEH) (16) Building and Grounds Division (DEH)
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COMPI'ANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENT: REVIEWER CHECKS:

4.4. The installation Deternine if the installation includes any wilderness ara within its bowi-
must not Ilerfbonl speci- dmries. (iXiS)
fled acts within the boun-
daries of a wilde=es Verify that none of the following amt wre performed within the wilder-
mea (Nature Conserva- ness ama (15X 16)
don Law, Article 17, Sec-
dion 1). - constructung rebuilding, or expanding a building or other structure

- making residential laod, clearing land, or otherwise changing the

j eplitngmiiervls, or extracting soil or sowi
- fllig i di waersurface or draining land

- causing an increase or decrease in the water level of rivers, lakes,
or marshes, or in the volume of their water

- filling or damaging trees or bamnboo
- collecting plants (other than trees and bamboo), or fallen leaves or

branches
- planting trees or bamboo
- capturing animals or collecting their eggs
.grarng cattle
- starting kindling or making a fire
- piling or storin things in the opien air
- using harmes, vehicles or power-driven boats, or landing an air-

(NOTE: This provision will niot apply in came where the Director Gen-
ernl of the Environment A~ency has specifically granted a pernit for
scientific research or otherwise for the public good, or where the act is
performed as an emergency measure to cope with an extraordinary situa-
tion.)

4-5. The Director Gen- Determine if the installation includes any special conservation area(s)
ail of the Environment within its boundaries. (1X15)
Agency maydeint
marea as nature conswera- Verify that any tree felling within the nauture conservation area was done
tion aras (Nature Con- only by penni (15X16)
servation Law. Article
25). Verify that none of the following acts are performed within tie nature

conservation ama (15X16)

*con~u~ncin4 rebuilding, or expanding a building or other structure
- makin reumiential land, clearing land, or otherwise clanging the

or curctumloil andi atone
-causing am increase or decreas in the wate level of rivers, lames

marshes, or n the volume of their water
-cu" mnbe and bamboo
-eottabluhin drainage equipment that will discharge wastewater or

sewage int lakes, marshes, damp fields, or waier basins or water
courses that lead reuining water to said lakes, marshes, or damp
fields.

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing MDWH (2) Envronmetal Coordinstor (IC) (15) Land Managemnent
Officer (DEH) (I A Building and Grounds Division (DBH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY
R2QUIR9WEWMEN: REVIEWER CHECKS:

4.6. The Director Gen- Dewemine if the installation has any ouperation within a special maiane
era! of the Environmental area. (iXiS)
Agency may. designa=
special narine area Verify that none of the following sctimn we performed without permis-
(Nature Conservation sian: (15X16)
Law, Article 27).

- constrcting, reconstructing, or expanding a structure
- changing the topography of the seabed
- egilobiting minerals or exuwcting soil and slone
- nmg in the surface of the sea or draining the. seashore
- capturing tropical fish, coral, seaweed, or other designated animals

or plants.

4.7. The Director Gen- Determine if the installaton includes any designated wild animal or plant
era! of the Enviromental protection mra(s) within its boundaries. (IX15)
:gency may designate a

wld animal and plant Verify tha the following actions ar not performed witin the designated
protection district (Nature mrew. (15X16)
Conservation Law, Arti-
cle 26). - capture of designated wifld animal(s)

-collection of the eggs of des -Igae bird(s)
- collection of designated plats).

CULTURAL
RESOURCES

44. Determine actions Examine copies of previous cultural resources reviews to determine if
or changes since preview noncompliance issues have been resolved. (1)(2)
reviews Of cultural
-eore management

(OMP).

4-9. The installation Detemine if copies of the following we maintained at the installation:
should mainitain a current (1X2)
file of Japanese regula-
tions on cultural - Cultural Resources Protection Law.
resources (GNP). - Nature Conservation Law.

- Natural Parks Law.
- Forestry Law.

(1) Directorate of Enginseerng mand Housing (DEH) (2) Environmnental Coordinstor (DC) (15) Land Management
Officer (DEH) (16) Building and Gomunds Division (DElI)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
NATURAL AND CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
RBQUIMEMENs: REVIEWER CHECKS:

4-10. Instalations are Verify that the installation notifte doe directoir of die Cultur Agency,
required to _notify the usingal forms, through the Defense Pseilitie Adimuinstao
director of the Culture Office (DAOwidIn 60 days of beginning work. (1)

gecy pror to exvat-
m i W Where cul-
tifl prioperies are

known to exist (Law of
Cultural Resource Pro-
tection, Article 57-3).

4-11. Inuallations ae Verify tht a procedure is in pse to notify the director of the Culture
required to nf the Agency thogh the DFAOwhen an arhacoogical or historic site is
director of the Cultm found. (1)
Agency upon the
discovey of any artifact,
shell middms, residences,
ancient tombs, or any
odwr cimmlogical or

Cultural Resource Pro-
tection, Article 57-6).

(1) Dirkcwra of Engzninuing and Housing (DEH) (2) Envkonmntl Coordinm r (EC) (15) Land Mangment

Offir (DEH) (16) BuildinS and Gromund. Division (DEH)
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INSTALLATION: COMPLIANCE CATEGORY: DAMr RKVJEWE3ts)
NATURAL AND CULTURAL

RESOURCES MANAGEMENT J

STATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER COMMENTS:

(1) Dk=cuaa of Engineeing mid Housing (DEH) (2) Envirmnental Comrdimr (EC) (15) Land
Muangement Officr (DEEl) (16) Building and Grounds Division (DEW)
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Section 5

ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol is applicable to U.S. Armed Forces installations that are involved
in construction work, produce significant levels of noise from vehicles, and/or
have aircraft.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

"* Noise Regulation Law (Law No. 98 of 1968 as amended through Law No. 88 of
1971) is designed to preserve the living environment and contribute to the pro-
tection of the people's health by the regulation of noise. The law specifically
applies to noise generated by the operation of factories, construction and other
work sites, and motor vehicles.

"* Cabinet Order for Implementation of the Noise Regulation Law (Cabinet Order
No. 324 of 1968 as amended through Cabinet Order No. 22 of 1986).

"• Vibration Regulation Law (Law No. 64 of 1976) is designed to preserve the liv-
ing environment and contribute to the protection of people's health by the regu-
lation of vibration from several sources including construction work.

"* Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the Vibration Regulation Law (Cabinet
Order No. 280 of 1976, amended by Cabinet Order No. 22 of 1986).

"* Environmental Quality Standards for Noise (Cabinet Decision, 25 May 1971)
pursuant to Article 9 of the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control
provides environmental quality standards that should be maintained for the
preservation of the living environment and the protection of human health. It
sets out permissible noise pollution levels for certain areas, provides instruction
for the methods, places, and times of noise measurement, determines the period
for achieving environmental quality standards, and sets policies for the achieve-
ment of environmental quality standards.

"* Environmental Quality Standards for Aircraft Noise (Environment Agency Notif-
ication No. 154, 27 December 1973) provides the standards to be used for the
regulation of aircraft noise, pursuant to Article 9 of the Basic Law for Environ-
mental Pollution Control (Law No. 132 of 1967). This notification prescribes a
method for measuring aircraft noise levels (expressed in terms of a standard
value in weighted equivalent continuous perceived noise level (WECPNL)) and
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mandates that prefectural governors designate into which of two levels of
WECPNL a particular area within their prefecture falls. In addition, the notifi-
cation sets forth target dates by which the environmental quality standards for
noise should be met, along with provisions for protecting (through soundproof-
ing measures) people living near an affected area when, despite measures taken
to control aircraft noise, the target dates cannot be met.

Road Transportation Vehicle Law, (Law No. 185 of 1 June 1951) has as one of
its purposes to promote the use of transportation vehicles that are properly
equipped so as to prevent environmental pollution and thus increase the public
welfare. Chapter 3 defines safety standards (i.e., technological standards in
terms of prevention of environmental pollution and safety operation) of road
transportation vehicles. Chapter 5 defines surveillance of the vehicles for exa-
mining whether they satisfy the safety standards.

C. Prefectural Regulations

At this time, we do not have access to regulations promulgated by prefectural
governments. The following are key provisions relating to prefectural responsi-
bilities as mandated under the national laws and regulations cited previously.

" Designation of Area - the prefectural governor shall designate concentrated
residential areas, school and hospital zones, and other such areas in which it is
deemed necessary to protect the living environment of the residents from noise,
as areas subject to the regulation of noise produced by specified factories and
specified construction work. The prefectural governor is also responsible for
monitoring noise levels in designated areas.

"* Establishing Regulatory Standards - the prefectural governor shall set standards
for specified hours and zones in the areas he designates. These shall be within
the scope of the standards set forth by the Director General of the Environment
Agency according to the necessary degree of noise control in regard to speci-
fied factories for specified hours and zones. In addition, if these standards are
insufficient to protect persons within the designated areas, then cities, towns, or
villages may establish regulatory standards exceeding the standards promulgated
by the Director General.

"* Inspection and Reporting Information - the prefectural governor may request the
party responsible for specified facilities or the party responsible for a construc-
tion project to report on the status of specified facilities, progress of specified
construction work, or other pertinent matters. The governor may also authorize
his or her personnel to enter specified factories equipped with specified facili-
ties or sites on which specified construction work is being carried out, and to
inspect the specified facilities and/or investigate other pertinent matters.
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* Recommendations for Plan Changes - when a prefectural governor finds that the
level of noise generated by specified factories does not conform to the regula-
tory standards designed to protect the living environment of people adjacent to
those factories, he or she may recommend necessary changes in the plans for
noise abatement, operational methods, and/or layout of specified facilities
within 30 days from the date of receipt of the report containing this informa-
tion.

* Recommendations and Orders - if a party does not act upon a governor's recom-
mendations for plan changes, the governor may issue under certain cir-
cumstances an executive order requiring that within a given time period an
order mandating improvements in noise abatement methods, and/or changes in
operational practices, and/or changes in the layout of the specified facilities be
issued as deemed necessary to eliminate the harmful situation.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Motor Vehicle Noise - noise generated by the operation of motor vehicles and
motorcycles as stipulated in Article 2, Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the Road Tran-
sportation Vehicle Law (Law No. 185 of 1951) and provided for in the ordi-
nance of the Prime Minister's Office.

"* Regulatory Standards - the maximum permissible level of noise recorded on the
boundary line of the factories or work sites in which there are specified facili-
ties.

"* Specified Construction Work - the following types of construction work that can-
not be completed on the day of commencement:

- work requiring pile drivers (excluding manual type), pile extractors, and
pile driver-extractors (excluding pressure type driver-extractors); this
does not include work in which pile drivers are used with earth augers

- work requiring riveting hammers
- work requiring rock drills (limited to situations in which the maximum

distance between any two given work sites does not exceed 50 meters
(m) in one day when continual movement of work sites is involved)

- work requiring air compressors (limited to those compressors that use
other than electric motors for power with a rated output of 15 kilowatts
(kW) or more); this excludes air compressors that power rock drills.
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"* Specified Facilities - applies to installations in factories and work sites that pro-
duce high noise levels (see Appendix 1 of the Cabinet Order for the Implemen-
tation of the Noise Regulation Law to determine which of the facilities listed
may be on a U.S. Armed Forces installation).

"* Specified Factories - factories or work sites equipped with specified facilities.

"* Weighted Equivalent Continuous Perceived Noise Level (WECPNL) - standard
measurement of aircraft noise. The WECPNL values for each day are calcu-
lated from peak levels of aircraft noise, using the following equation:

WECPNL = dB(A) + 10 logoN - 27.

(NOTE: dB(A) is energy mean of all peak levels of any one day, and N a
value calculated by the following equation: N = N2 +3N3 +IO(N,+N4 ), where N,
is the number of aircraft between 000 and 0700 hours, N 2 the number between
0700 and 1900 hours, N 3 the number between 1900 and 2200 hours, and N 4 the
number between 2200 and 2400 hours.)
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ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS *

All Installations 5-1 through 5-4 (1)(11)

Aircraft 5-5 (l)(ll)

Construction 5-6 (1)

Motor Vehicles 5-7 and 5-8 (1)

*CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(11) Aviation Commander (DPTMSEC)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Japan
REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

5-1. Installations should Examine copies of previous review to determine if noncompliance issues
determine actions or have been resolved. (1)
changes since previous
review of environmental
noise (GMP).

5-2. Installations should Determine if copies of the following regulations are maintained and kept
maintain copies of all current at the installation: (1)(11)
relevant host nation and
prefectural regulations on - Noise Regulation Law.
noise emissions (GMP). - Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the Noise Regulation

Law.
- Vibration Regulation Law.
- Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the Vibration Regulation

Law.
- Environmental Quality Standards for Noise.
- Environmental Quality Standards for Aircraft Noise.

5-3. Installations should Verify that the installation personnel are aware of prefectural regulations
be aware of prefectural concerning noise. (1)
regulations concerning
noise (GMP).

5-4. Installations are Verify that the standards in Appendix 5-1 are met. (1)
required to meet specific
environmental quality (NOTE: These standards do not apply to aircraft, railway, or building
standards concerning construction noise.)
noise (Environmental
Qualit' Standards for
Noise).

AIRCRAFT

5-5. Installations are Verify that aircraft noise does not exceed 70 WECPNL in areas
required to meet specific exclusively for residential use. (1)( 1)
environmental quality
standards concerning air- Verify that aircraft noise does not exceed 75 WECPNL in other areas.
craft noise (Environmen- (1)(11)
tal Quality Standards for
Aircraft Noise). Verify that aircraft noise levels are monitored to ensure compliance with

above standards. (1)(11)

(I) Dire -'rite of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (II) Aviation Commander (DPTMSEC)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

CONSTRUCTION

5-6. Installations are Determine if the installation conducts any of the following types of con-
required to report specific struction work: (1)
types of construction
work prior to beginning - work requiring pile drivers (excluding manual type), pile extrac-
construction (Noise Regu- tors, and pile driver-extractors (excluding pressure type driver-
lation Law, Article 14; extractors), excluding work for which pile drivers are used with
Cabinet Order for the earth augers
Implementation of the - work requiring riveting hammers
Noise Regulation Law, - work requiring rock drills (limited to situations in which the max-
Article 3; Vibration imum distance between any two given work sites does not exceed
Regulation Law, Article 50 m in I day when continual movement of work sites is
14; Cabinet Order for the involved)
Implementation of the - work requiring air compressors (limited to those compressors that
Vibration Regulation use other than electric motors for power with a rated output of 15
Law, Article 4). kW or more, and excluding air compressors that power rock

drills)
- work that crushes buildings or other construction using steel balls
- work using pavement breakers (limited to situations in which the

maximum distance between any two given work sites does not
exceed 50 m in I day when continual movement of work sites is
involved).

Verify that the following information has been reported to the prefectural
governor no later than 7 days before beginning work: (1)

- name and address of organization or company
- type of facility or structure to be constructed
- location of work and period of execution
- method for controlling noise and/or methods of vibration abate-

ment
- other matters as prescribed by the Prime Minister's Office Ordi-

nance.

MOTOR VEHICLES

5-7. Installations are Verify that the standards in Appendix 5-2 are met. (1)
required to meet specific
standards concerning
motor vehicle noise
(Noise Regulation Law,
Article 16).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (Ii) Aviation Commander (DPTMSEC)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

5-8. Installations using Verify that equipment such as mufflers used by the installation to limit
devices to limit motor motor vehicle noise emissions meets the standards establi hed by the
vehicle noise emissions Ministry of Transportation. (1)
must ensure that the
equipment meets specific (NOTE: This question applies to automobiles and scooters (vehicles
standards (Road Tran- whose engines have a displacement of less than 50 cubic centimeters
sportation Vehicle Law, (cc)).)
No. 185 of I June 1951,
Articles 41 and 44).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (II) Aviation Commander (DPTMSEC)
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Appendix 5-1

Environmental Quality Standards Concerning Noise
(Cabinet Decision of 1971)

Morning and

Type of Area Daytime Evening Night

Areas:

1. AA 45 dB or less 40 dB or less 35 dB or less
2. A 50 dB or less 45 dB or less 40 dB or less
3. B 60 dB or less 55 dB or less 50 dB or less

Areas + roads:

areas facing a road 55 dB or less 50 dB or less 45 dB or less
with 2 lanes in Area A

areas facing a road 60 dB or less 55 dB or less 50 dB or less
with more than 2 lanes in Area A

areas facing a road 65 dB or less 60 dB or les: 55 dB or less
with 2 lanes in Area B

areas facing a road 65 dB or less 65 dB or less 60 dB or less
with more than 2 lanes in Area B

NOTES:

1. AA - Areas with high concentrations of facilities that require quiet, such as hospitals and schools.
2. A - Residential areas.
3. B - Areas with a mix of business, industry, and residential facilities.
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Appendix 5-2

Chart 1: Limitation of Permissible Degree of Car Noise
(Environment Agency Notification No.53 of '75 - No.1 of '88)

Limitation of Permissible Degree of Car Noise
1. 2. 3.

Types of Cars Ordinary Close Measurement
Measurement Measurement During Acceleration

(dB) (dB) (dB)

New Cars:
Ordinary cars: Total weight is more than 80 107 83

3.5 tons and the highest output of the
engine is more than 200-horsepower.

Small-sized cars: Total weight is more than 78 105 83
3.5 tons and the highest outpout of the
engine is 200-horsepower or less.

Light cars: Total weight is 3.5 tons or less. 74 103 78

Ordinary cars, small-sized cars and light cars 70 103 78
mainly used for man transportation and the
capacity is 10 persons or less.

Motorcycles 70 95 72

Motorcycles with side cars, very small motor vehicles. 74 99 75

Used Cars:
Ordinary cars: Total weight is more than 85 107

3.5 tons and the highest output of the
engine is more than 200-horsepower.

Small-sized cars: Total weight is more than 85 105
3.5 tons and the highest outpout of the
engine is 200-horsepower or less.

Light cars: Total weight is 3.5 tons or less. 85 103

Ordinary cars, small-sized cars and light cars 85 103
mainly used for man transportation and the
capacity is 10 persons or less.

Motorcycles 85 95

Motorcycles with side cars, very small motor vehicles. 85 99

NOTES:
I. Measured 7 m aside on the left of the car from the car's centerline and 1.2 m high.
2. Measured 0.5 m aside from the mouth of the exhaust pipe and at the height of the mouth.
3. Measured 7.5 m aside on the left of the car from the car's centerline and 1.2 m high at the middle of a 20-

meter section during which the car is fully accelerated.
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Appendix 5-2 (continued)

Chart 2: Definitions

Enactment Regulation of Road Transportation Vehicle
Law Ordinance of Transportation Ministry

(No. 74 of 1951 and No. 24 of 1989. Article 2)

Sizes
Type Structure and Engine (-in or more)

L(m) W(m) H (m)

Small-sized cars Cars with four wheels except 4.70 1.70 2.00
for light cars, special large-
sized cars and special
small-sized cars

Light cars Cars except for two-wheel 3.30 1.40 2.00
cars, special small-sized cars
Two-wheel cars except for 2.50 1.30 2.00
special small-sized cars

Special large- Vehicles with caterpillar - -

sized cars tracks, road rollers,
tire rollers, road sta-
bilizers, tire dozers,
graders, scrapers, shovel
roaders, motor sweepers,
forklifts, cranes, asphalt
finishers, foil breakers,
cars for agricultural
works, snowplows, etc.

Special small- Vehicles with caterpillar 4.70 1.70 2.00
sized cars tracks, road rollers,

tire rollers, road sta-
bilizers, tire dozers,
graders, scrapers, shovel
roaders, motor sweepers,
forklifts, cranes, asphalt
finishers, foil breakers,
cars for agricultural
works, snowplows, etc.
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INSTALLATION: COMPLINCZ CATEGORY: DATE: 3VLW()
ENVIONMENTAL NOISE MANAGDMIET

STATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER COMMENT:

(1) Dk~tWeD of Eagmeenag uKA Hbukfg MMlI (H) Avimion Cammodkr LDPTMlSEC)
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Section 6

PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT

A. ApplkabliUty

This protocol applies to U.S. Armed Fores installations that use, store, or han-
dle pesticides

B. Japanese Legisltion and Regulations

"* Cabinet Order for the Implementadon of the Agricultural Chemicals Regulaon
Law (Cabinet Order No. 56 of 1971 as amended by Cabinet Order No. 60 of
1987).

"• PoisonousIHankl Substances Regukaton Law (Law No. 303 of 1950 as
amended by Law No. 90 of 1985) is designed to regula poisonous substances
and hamful substances from the standpoint of public sanitation. The law iden-
tifees poisonous, harmful, and specific poisonous substances many of which ae
pesticides. See the Hazardous Mawriah Management section of this manual
for lists of these substances.

C. Prefectual Reguatin

At present, no information is available regarding specific prefectural require-
ments for pesticide managmnt

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Agricultural Chemcal - fungicides, insectcide, and other chemicals used to
control fung nematodes, mites, insects, rodents, or other animals, plants, or
vinmes that me injurious to crops, growth accelerators, geriiodepressors,
and other chemicals used for promotion and depression of physiological func-
tions of the crops (including trees and agricultural and foremy products).
Natural enemies used for control as described above may also be considered
agricultural chmicals.

"* Agricultal Chemical of Crop Persistence - an agricultural chemical that con-
taminates crops and is in danger of causng damage to human beings and lives-
tock as a result of use of such crops.
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"* Agricultural Chemical of Soil Persistence - an agricultural chemical that contain-
iates soil of cultivated land and is a danger to human beings and livestock as a
result of using crops contaminated by the soil.

"* Agricultural Chemical of Water Pollution - an agricultural chemical used in great
quantity over an extensive area, that is capable of causing serious damage to
aquatic animals and plants, or of causing damage to human beings and lives-
tock through entry into a public water system.

"* Agricultural Land - land used for cultivation purposes, pasturage of domestic
animals, or grassland for domestic animal breeding.

"• Agricultural Land Soil Pollution Policy Area (Policy Area) - an area determined
by the prefectural governor to contain specific harmful substances in concentra-
tions that may produce crops and livestock that are hazardous to human health
and the environment.

"* Designated Agricultural Crops and Others - those crops and other agricultural
plants, excluding forage plants, that are contained in a special area and have
been determined by the prefectural governor to be unsuitable for cultivation or
forage.

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Importer - a person who imports agricultural chemical for sale.

"* Manufacturer - a person who manages the manufacture or processing of agricul-
tural chemicals for sale.

"* Official Standard - established by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries, it determines the amount of active ingredient, the maximum allow-
able amount of harmful ingredient, and other necessary items for each agricul-
tural chemical.

"* Persistence - the persisting property of a substance that is an ingredient of agri-
cultural chemicals (including the substance produced by chemical conversion of
the original substance) in crops and soil as a result of the use of agricultural
chemical.

"* Pest Control Conductor - a person who manages a facility that controls diseases
and insect pests, or who promotes or depresses the physiological functions of
the crops by using agricultural chemicals.
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"* Special Area - lands used for the production of agricultural crops and livestock,
and designated by the prefectural governor to contain harmful substances in
amounts known to accumulate in specific agricultural products causing them to
be unsuitable for cultivation or use as forage crops (designated agricultural
crops and others).

"* Specfic Harmful Substance - substances that are contained in agricultural land
soil which might become the source of production of agricultural crops and
livestock, and are harmful to human health or the growth of agricultural crops.
This includes cadmium, copper, arsenic, and their compounds.

"* Valid Registration - an acceptable registration for a facility or agricultural chemi-
cal at a given time. All stipulations and measurements made when applying for
the registration must be reasonably correct and verifiable.
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PESTICIDE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

All Insallations 6-1 thrugh 6-5 (IX2X4X17)

0CONTACT/OCATION CODE.

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Enviomel Cocdinator (EQ
(4) Safety and Halth Offi

(17) Emomology Shop (DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
PESTICIDE MANAGEMEiT

RXGULATORY

REQUutIREm : REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS
6-1. Determine actions Obtain co I previouspei.. reviews and deemine if

or changes since preious n---c-mnphuiace issuies have benresolved& (1X2)
review of lesicde
management (G0).

6-2. Installations should Determine if crmnt copies of the following me maintained onsite or ae
maintain copies of all readily available: (2)
relevant hot nation agri-
cultural chemical regula- - PoisonouslHarnofd Substances Regulation Law.
tions (GMP).

6.3. Insallations are Verify that die person handling poisonous or harmful substances does not
required to handle allow the substances to scateer, leak, flow out, or soak into the pround.
poisonou arimnful sub- (2X4)
stances properly (Poiso-
nouslHarmful Substances Verify ta containers used to hold poisonous or harmful substances m
Regulaton Law, Article not used for food or drink. (2X4)11).

(NOTE: u stbstances are defined in the Hazardous
Materials Management secdon.)

6-4. Instlins are Verify that poisonous subulaces are in containers labeled accordingly
required to label con- with white lum on a red background. (2X17)
tainers of poisonoust
harmfu substances appro- Verify that harmful substances ae in containers labeled accordingly with
priately (Poisonoust red letters on a white backgpund. (2X)17)
Harmful Substances Reg-
ulation Law, Article 12).

6-S. Installations ae Verify that pesticides on the poisonous and hmfiu stubstuices lists ar
required to dispos of disposed of according oo aechical standards defined by the ordinince.
poisonous or harmfl sub- (2X4XI7)
stances-
(Poisonous/Han/ul Sub- (NOTE For lists of poisonots and hormful substances, se the apprqpri-
stances Regulation Law, ale appendices in the Hazardous Materials Management section.)
Article 15-2).

(1) Dirzctora of Engineering sud Housing (DEH) (2) Enviromental Coordinaor (M (4) Saety and Health Off-

icer (17) Entomology Shop (DEH)
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INSALLATION:- COMPLINCIR CATEGORY:- DAT:.
PESTIMIDE MANAGEMENT

SrATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWE= COMMENT:

(1) Directoale of Engfineering uid Hoftun (DEH) (2) Envirosuema Coodmzcr (BC) (4) Safety and
Health Office (17) Entomology Shop (DElI)
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Section 7

PETROLEUM, OnL, AND LUBRICANT (POL) MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol applies to U.S. Armed Forces installations that store, dispose of,
or utilize petroleum-based fuels, oils, or lubricants.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

Law on the Prevention of Marine Pollution and Maritime Disaster (Law No. 136
of 1970 as amended through Law No. 102 of 1985). This law prohibits, except
in certain cases, the discharge of oils and oily mixtures from vessels at sea, and
stipulates the kinds of equipment and facilities that seagoing vessels are to
have, as well as their methods of operation and recodkeeping. The Minister of
Transport is responsible for carrying out periodic inspections of the marine pol-
lution prevention facilities, including bilge discharge, prevention facilities, and
may order modifications or repairs when it is found they do not conform to
standards.

The law also prohibits the discharge of oil into the sea from offshore facilities
and aircraf and provides for controls on the incineration of oil onboard ship or
at offshore facilities. In addition, the, Minister of Transport is given the respon-
sibility for issuing permits to operate waste oil disposal facilities.

The law outlines procedures for the prevention of marine pollution and mari-
time disaster, as well as for dealing with oil spills, fires, collisions, and other
accidents and disasters at sea.

A Maritime Pollution Prevention Center is also incorporated under the law to
prevent or deal with maritime disasters, and to protect human life and property.

C. Prefectral Regulations

There are no specific prefectural regulations concening POL mangement.
Under the Law on the Prevention of Marine Pollution and Maritime Disaster,
prefecturl governors may, when they consider it necessary, request that the
Minister of Transport take appropriate measures regarding a waste oil disposal
facility in service, the waste oil disposal business operator (except when such
waste oil disposal business operator is the port manager or fishing port manager
of a prefecture), or the method of waste oil disposaL
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D. Key Cu Deuaunm

"* BUSe - an oily mixture accumulaed at the bottom of a ship.

"* Cerdtcate-Requiring Oil - oil that requires cetification to incinerate.

"* Discharge into the Sea - to aet afloat or drop oil or oily mixtures into the ocean.

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that. although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Incineration Covlrmation Certificate - certification by the Director General of
the Maritime Safety Agency that the planned incineration conforms to technical
standards.

"* Incineration Facility Inspection Certificate - certification that a facility has
passed inspection by the Minister of-Transport of the types of oil and methods
being used.

"* Incineration Record Book - a book that the master of a ship or manager of an
offshore facility maintains as a record of incineration practices.

"* Marine Pollution Prevention Certfcate (MPPC) - certification that an inspection
of the ship's marine pollution prevention equipment and/or facilities has
occurred. The Minister of Transport issues either a valid MPPC or a provi-
sional MPPC.

"* Marine Pollution Prevention Equipment/Facilities - the equipment necessary to
prevent or, if unavoidable, ccntrol a discharge of oil.

"* Marine Pollution Prevention Handbook - a handbook provided by the Minister
of Transport for the ship master or oil pollution supervisor to record the fre-
quency and results of marine pollution prevention equipment inspections.

"* Offshore Facility - any structure constructed in sea areas (excluding facilities
constructed adjacent to land exclusivoly for the discharge of oil from land).

"* Oil Polltion Superviror - a knowledgeable and experienced person who is
appointed by the owner of a ship to supervise handling of oil

"* Oil Record Book - a book in which each handling or discharge of oil is
recorded.

"* Sea Area - marine areas within 10,000 meters (m) from low water levels of
shores.
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"* Ship - any floating craft used for navigation in sea areas.

"• Spec d Oil - oil that is specified by the Minister of Transport as requiring spe-
cial handling when discharged into the sea.

"• Tanker - a ship in which the geter part of the cargo hold is construced for the
carriage of liquid cargo in bulk.

"• Waste Oil Disposal Buineus - the Vusiness of disposing waste oil, on public
demand, by means of a waste oil disposal facility

"• Waste Oil Disposal Facility - the congregation of equipment used for disposal of
waste oil (excluding disposal to be conducted onboard a ship in which waste oil
has been generated).
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POL MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKHEET rEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

All lnstaliioms 7-1 mid 7-2 (1X2XS)

Ships and 7-3 through 7-12 (1X2X7)
Offshore Facilities

Waste Oil Disposal 7-13 (IX2)

Discharges 7-14 mud 7-15 (IX2)

*CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Dirmucafe of Engimoring amn Housing (DEH)
(2) Envircamenal Coodiaro (EC)
(5) Fire DqwMnM
( Fuels Manatgnee Officer (DOL/DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

REGULATORY

RzQURzbEENS:: REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

7-1. Delmnine actions Ex•U Se previosm POOL manment aviews o detmine if soncompi-
or changes since previous sc issues have been resolve. (1X2)
review of POL nutage-
mert (OMP).

7-2. Instaations should Verify dhat copies of the folowing w maintained and k••a current onsift
maintain copies of all or we readily available: (IX2XS)
relevant host nation POL
regulations (GMP). - Fire Prevention Law.

- Law on the Prevention of Marine Pollution and Maritime Disaster.

SHIPS AND
OFFSHORE
FACILITES

7-3. Installations with Demnine if oil has been W from a ship on sea arueas. This is
ships navigating between pohbited mes one of die following conditios ehists (1X2)
or within the pore of
Japan must prevent or, if - the dischwp of oil was for the purpose of securing safety of a
unavoidable, control ship, p n damage o a ship or cwgo, or saving human life
dischwge of oi (Law on -de discharge J oil wasdueo damae so a ship or by oder una-
the Prevention of Marine voidable muons, and when all pouble aeusums were taken W
Pollution and Maritime prevent the coninmous d•hlrgpe of oil.
Disaster, Article 4 and 5).

Desenmine if my taker, or ship weighing 100 ons or greater, has a
dis-ha prevention facility. (10

(1) Diare of Engineing mod Hoing (DIEH) (2) Enwiznww" Coordinat (EC) (5) F= Dpemtn (7)
Fuds Mmgemunt Ofumw (DOLJDEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEIENT

Japam

REGULATORY
DQUIMIM rNs: REVIEWER CHECKS:

7-4. New ships and (NOTE: Suum modcations ad rep madimle to marine pouation
ships which have 7er- prevention equipment require rainspection.)
enced -Wap i
must submit to an *e- Demenine if marine pollution prevention qpm thas been inspected
don of marine polhuio and found it canformn o techucal standards. (2)
pevention equipmet

returning the ship (NOTh If marine polluion prevention equipment does not -me rtechmi-
to navigational use (Law cal standards, die Minister of Trmpomi may order modificationm, repairs,
on the Prevention of or other measures necessary to comply with requirements.)
Marine Pollution and
Maritie Disaster, Arti- Verify that each ship has a vfid pollution prevention cerificate. (2)
cle 17-2 through 17-15).

(NOTE: A ship subject to inspection must not be used for navigation
unless it has a valid pollution prevention certificate or provisional pollu-
tion prevention certificate., and adheres tD th conditions of its provisional
pollution p-io ceiriae.)

Discuss with mastre P d crew the conditional requirements (if any) of
their certificate, including: (2)

-waenrs to be navi ed
- puqmse of the ship.

Deermine if ship maintains a marine pollution prevention handbook to
record inspection frequencies and rults. (2)

7-5. The owner of a Verfy tm an oil pollutin supervisor has been appointed. (1(2)
tanker, or a ship weighing
100 tons or greater, must Verify that the oil pollution -s has knowledge and experience of
desiate one of the operations conceminghndling of oiL(X2)
ships officers as an oi
pollution supervisor (Law Dermine if dt oil pollution supervisor informs crew mmbas whose
on the Prevention of work involvesthehndbng ofol of-thoseregulataoslaidout inhe
Marine Pollution and manual for prevention of oil pollution. (IX2)
Maritime Disaster, Ari-
cle 6 - 8).

7-6. The master of a Verify that te mamt provides ar oil record book. (2)
tanker, or a ship weighing
100 tons or grePAter, must Verify that the onl pollution supervisor makes an entry into the oil record
bood oan oil record book whenever hhndling or dischag of o te plac. (2)
book to document han-
dlingand discargeofoil Verify duethe oilrecordsbook is k taonboardfora pu)of3yeats
(Law n Prevention of (yr) from the day the last envy was made. (2)
Marine Poluateion and
Maritime Disaster, Arti-
cle 8).

(1) MDire of &ngmuing emd Houing (DEi) (2) Eviro t Cowriaw (EC) (5) Fi. Dqumm (7)

Fuels Mdnagement Officer (DOLADEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Japm

REGULATORY
amQuUtIREmKN REVIEWER CHECKS:

7.7. Offshore facilities Delennine if Oil has been dischared, from an offshor faciliyo arrf
aNd aircraft must prvent into a sea area This is pehibited unless out of the following conditions
the discharge of oil into a exists (2X(7)
sea area (Law on
Preventig Marine Patin - the discarp of oil was for the purpose of securing the safety of
don and Maritime Disas- or prventing damage lo an offshore facility or an aircrakt or isv-
ter, Article 18). ing humnan fife

- die discarge of oil was due s damage to an otffsor facility or
by othe miavoidaWl means and all possible meassies to piwevnt
the continuous discharge wern take.

7-8. Any person plan- Verify that die following infonnation has been provided to the, Direco
ning to establish an General (usually done by the Defense Facilities Admninisntrioný Bureau
offshore facility must (DFAB) or die Defense Facilities Administration Office (DFAO)):
inform the Director Gen- (1X2X7)
eral of the Maritine
Safety Agency (Law on - name, title, and address of posnestablishing a facility
the Prevention of Marine - location and brief outline of he aility
Pollution and Maritime - othe matters as required by the Ministry of Traqmot
Disaster, Article 18-2).

Verify that any changes in the above information have been reported to
the Director General. (1X2)(7)

7-9. The supervisor of Determine if an oil record book is maintained either at the facility or in
an offshor facility must the supervisor's office. (2X7)
maintain an oil record
book (POL Oeain (NOTE: The record book may be kept in the supervisor's office if main-
Record) at the facility mining it at the facility is difficult.)
(Low on the Prevention
of Marine Pollution and Verify that the supervisoravr details into the oil record book relating
Maritime Disaster, Arti- to die receipt and handling of oil within the facility. (2)(7)
dCi 19).

Verify that dhe oil record book is safeguarded in the office of the supervi-
sor for a period of 3 yr afterdie date of die last entry. (2X7)

7-10. Incineration of oil Determine; that di' persoms intnding to carry out the incineration must.
on a ship or opshre or to incineration, submit an application for confirmation that the
facility Is wolbtd planned incineratio conforms to Dkecto General's standards. (1X2)
when die incirnertion is
determined to constitute a Verify that die installation has received an incineration confirmation cer-
grave risk to die wreser- tificate. (1)(2)
vation of the uwinme
environment (Law on the Verify that this certificaft is maintaied on the ship or offshore facility
Prevention of Marine during the corresponding incineration. (1X2)
Pollution and Maritime
Disaster, Article 19-2).

(1) Directrate of Enginering mid Housing (DEH) (2) Ewuvimonmeda Coriaftmor (BC) (5) Fire Dqrutmet (7)
Fuels Manigenent 0Mfiw (DOLdDEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Japan

REQUIRIWWM:REVIEWER CHIECKS:

7-11. A ship or offshore, Verify doa the facility has been inspected by dhe Mfinisser of Tlransport
facility intending so ian- (usually done by DFAB). (1X2)
date incineration Of
ce~drtiiAtrequinng SOil at Determine if the 9hi or offshore haility has been issued an incinra~tion
the facility a subject to facility inspection cortificate that stipulates which oils may be incin'eated
inspection by the Minis- and die methods to be used (usually done by DFAB). (1X2)
try of Transport (Law on
the Prevention of Marine Verify that the certifilcate is maintained in the ship or offshore facility.
Pollution and Maritime (1X2)
Disaster, Article 19.3
through 19-8). Review standard operating prcdure (SOP) with pronl and determine

if the stipulations of the faility's inspection cricaewe being fol-
lowed. (1)(2)

(NOTE: Modifications and repair of the incinerator may requwte rein-
spection.)

7.12. The master of a Determine if die murterhuanager records incineration of certificate-
ship or manager of an requiring oil and otlier operations relating to the handling of oil. (2)
offshore facility who has
been issued ina incinera- Determine if die incineration record book is maiintained onsite for a
tion faciiivN inspection period of 2 yr banm the date of the final entry. (2)
certificate must mtaintain
an incineration recoird
book onsite (Low on the
Prevention of Marifte
Pollution and Maritime
Disaster, Article 19-9).

WASTE OIL
DISPOSAL

7.13. A person who Verify either dot the Mlinistry of Transport has designated the facility as
intenids, to operate a waste a wast oil disposal business operator or tha the facility has submnitted an
oil disposal business must application (usually done bytcontracting center). The application should
obtain permission fronm include: (1X2)
the ministry of Trasport
for each waste oil dispo- - mnew or title and address of the person who intends to operate a
sal facility (Law on the wase oil disposal business
Prevention of Marine - location (in case of a ship, her main bue)
Pollution and Maritimse - seA MMa, where, ship intends to Collect wast oil
Disaster. Article 20 - Eind of waste oil disosa equipment andprfomac
through 28). - specificatiome of wseolto be dispnoise PC-Of.

Verify that the waste odd uiesoovrpoie at i
oil dsododispbsalprovides sad watheroi

coidiois f dwacceptanice oBf waste oil disposal to the Ministy of
Transport (usially done by contracting cwar). (1X2)

(1) Direciorate of Engineering and Homing (DEll) (2) Environmmntal Coordinator (EC) (5) Fire Dqaaztment (7)
Fuels Management Officer (DOLS'DEH)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
POL MANAGEMENT

Japm

REGULATORY

REQUIREME : REVIEWER CHECKS:

DISCHARGES

7-14. A discharge of a Verify that the following ifonnation is repored through the DFAO.
large quantity of specified (1X2)
oil must be reportcd
promptly to the nearest time, date, and place of the spill
office of the Maritime - conditions of the spill
Safety Agency (Law on - what measures we being taken to prevent twire pollution.
the Prevention of Marine
Pollution and Maritime
Disaster, Article 38).

7-15. Emergency meas- Determine SOP by interviewing personneJ. (IX2)
ures must be taken when
a large discharge of Verify that emergency measures are taken by the sponsible party(s) to
specified oil has occurred prevent the dispersion of the discharged specified and the continued
(Law on Prevention of discharge ot oil, and to remove the dischargd oil. (IX2)
Marine Pollution and
Maritime Disaster, Art-
dce 39).

(1) Diretorate of Engineering and Homing (DEH) (2) Enviroufiental Coordintor (BC) (5) Fire Dqzmment (7)
Fuels Management Officer (DOLIDEH)
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INSALLA1TION: COMPLIANCE CATEGORY: DATZL m3Zawu~
POL MANAGEMENT

STATUS
NA C -RMA REVIEWER COMMEUNTS:

(1) Dircwuze of Enginefn and Hoofin (DME (2) EnkviamenW CaixtiNm (E.C) (5) Fire Depart-
iamuz (7) Fuels ManagemeM Offime (DOLIDEH)
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Section 8

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol addresses the collection, transport, and disposal of solid waste.
Solid waste is considered to be nonhazardous trash, rubbish, garbage, bulky
wastes, liquids, or sludges generated by U.S. Armed Forces installations. It
also includes any medical/pathological wastes generated by an installation hos-
pital.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

" Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law (Law No. 137 of 1970 as amended
through Law No. 43 of 1983) is the main law concerning the collection, tran-
sport, and disposal of solid and other wastes. Its purpose is the preservation of
the living environment and the improvement of public health through the
appropriate disposal of wastes and the conservation of a clean environment. It
establishes a system of waste management through the use of regulations placed
on private and public collection, transport, and disposal of wastes.

"* Cabinet Order for Implementation of the Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing
Law (Cabinet Order No. 300 of 23 September 1971 as amended by Cabinet
Order 336 of 1986) sets the standards and definitions for implementation of the
basic law. It outlines standards for the collection, transport, and disposal of
domestic and industrial wastes, and includes detailed descriptions of the
methods to be used when handling certain types and quantities of wastes, the
proper areas for disposal of those wastes, and reporting procedures to be fol-
lowed for the correct disposal of waste materials.

C. Prefectural Regulations

No specific prefectural regulations are available at the present time. The fol-
lowing are actions that prefectural and local governments can take concerning
solid waste management, based on provisions in national laws and regulations.

* Duties of Government and Municipalities - municipalities are obligated to pro-
duce concepts of cleaning and to execute waste treatment. Prefectural govern-
ments are bound to give technical advice to municipalities for carrying out their
duties and to "take hold of the conditions of industrial wastes in the respective
prefecture along with provisions of necessary measures."
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"* Disposal Plan - the prefectural governor is responsible for promulgating a plan
on industrial wastes disposal. This includes the establishment of the industrial
waste treatment plant, transport of the industrial wastes, determining the place
for disposal of industrial wastes, and other matters related to the disposal of
industrial wastes. Municipalities are required to set forth a plan on the disposal
of domestic wastes. Advice must be sought from the Prefectural Council on
Pollution Control under the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control
(Law No. 132 of 1967 as amended).

" Disposal by the Prefectural Governments and Municipalities - since these
governmental bodies are responsible for the proper handling of waste materials,
they are entitled to receive compensation for expenses incurred by the establish-
ment of public industrial wastes disposal plants and its associated expenses.
They also have the authority to deny permission to private collectors, transport-
ers, and storers of industrial and domestic wastes to carry out their activities.
This power may be exercised primarily when private parties do not conduct
their business in accordance with applicable health and welfare regulations.

"* Treatment by Enterpriser - when a prefectural governor finds that the transport
or disposal of industrial wastes does not comply with the applicable standards
as set out in the cabinet order, or if the storage of industrial wastes is not in
accordance with standards established by the Ordinance of the Ministry of
Health and Welfare, the governor can order a change in the transport, disposal,
or method of storage, and can provide other necessary means for the proper
handling of thes- wastes.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

The following definitions were taken from the laws and regulations listed previ-
ously.

"* Domestic Wastes - wastes other than industrial wastes.

"* Final Disposal Site for Domestic Wastes - a site serving for the landfill disposal
of domestic wastes that has an area of not less than 1000 square meters (mi2 ).

In the case of landfill sites licensed under Article 2, Paragraph 1 of the Public
Water Area Landfill Law (Law No. 57 of 1921), or those approved under Arti-
cle 42 Paragraph I of the same law, this applies to only those sites designated
by the Director General of the Environment Agency and the Minister of Health
and Welfare as sites serving primarily for the landfill disposal of domestic
wastes.

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.
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* Industrial Wastes - comprises, among those wastes generated by enterprising
activities, ashes, sludge, waste oil, waste acid and alkali, waste plastics, and
other wastes defined by the cabinet order.

* Nighi Soil*- domestic sewage sludge.

"* Refuse Disposal Plant - refuse disposal plants whose disposal capacity is not less
than 5 tons per day.

"* Waste Pesticides - those chemical agents used for eliminating animals, plants,
and viruses, and chemical substances manufactured or imported as the effective
ingredients thereof, which are designated by the Director General of the
Environment Agency and are unnecessary (excluding those occurring in the
course of daily life and those treated in accordance with a method prescribed
by the Director General of the Environment Agency).

"• Wastes - refuse, big refuse, ashes, sludge, human excretion, waste oil, waste
acid, waste acid and alkali, carcasses and other filthy and unnecessary matters,
which are in solid or liquid state (excluding radioactive wastes).
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SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

All Installations 8-1 through 8-5 (1)(2)(6)

Landfills 8-6 (1)(2)(9)

Contractors 8-7 (1)(2)(34)

Ocean Dumping 8-8 (1)(2)

Waste Disposal 8-9 (1)(2)(9)
Plants

*CONTACTALOCATION CODE:

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Environmental Coordinator (EQ
(6) Director of Logistics (DOL)
(9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)

(34) Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
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COMMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Jawan

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

8-1. Determine action or Examine copy of previous solid waste reviews to determine if noncompli-
changes since the last ance issues have been resolved. (1X2)
review of solid waste
management (GMP).

8-2. Installations should Determine if copies of the following host nation regulations are kept on
maintain copies of all file at the installation: (1)(2)
relevant host nation and
prefectural regulations - Waste Disposal and Public Cleansing Law (Law No. 137 of 1970.
and guidance documents as amended).
regarding solid waste - Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the Waste Disposal and
(GMP). Public Cleansing Law (Cabinet Order No. 300 of 23 September

1971 as amended through Cabinet Order No. 336 of 1986).
- Regulation for the Implementation of the Waste Disposal and Pub-

lic Cleansing Law (No. 35 of 1971 - No. 40 of 1989; Ministry of
Health and Welfare Ordinance).

8-3. Installations should Verify that the installation is aware of host nation and prefectural stan-
be aware of host nation dards concerning the collection, transportation, and disposal of industrial
and prefectural standards waste. (1)(2)
regarding the collection,
transportation, and dispo-
sal of industrial waste
(GMP).

8-4. Installations must Verify that all domestic waste disposal plans have written approval from
obtain the approval of the local mayor of the municipalities in which the installation and its
domestic waste disposal waste disposal site(s) are located. (1)(2)
plans from the mayor of
local municipalities in
which the installation and
disposal site(s) are
located (Waste Disposal
and Public Cleansing
Law, Article 7).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief

of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (34) Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

8-5. Installations are Verify that domestic wastes do not scatter or overflow during collection,
required to meet certain transport, and disposal. (IX)(2X6)
conditions for the collec-
tion, transport, and dispo-
sal of domestic waste
(Cabinet Order for the
Implementation of the
Waste Disposal and Pub-
lic Cleansing Law,. Arti-
cle 3, Paragraphs I and
3).

LANDFILLS

8-6. Domestic waste Verify that the landfill site is enclosed and marked as a site for domestic
landfills must meet cer- wastes. (1)(2)(9)
tain requirements
(Cabinet Order for the Verify that measures have been taken to eliminate any potential for
Implementation of the groundwater contamination. (1)(2)(9)
Waste Disposal and Pub-
lic Cleansing Law, Arti- Verify that night soil has been treated at a human night soil treatment
cle 3, Paragraphs 4 and plant, incinerated, or mixed with 0.5 percent or more slaked lime prior to
5). its disposal in a landfill. (1)(2)(9)

Verify that each layer of domestic waste is not more than 3 m thick and
is covered with approximately 50 centimeters (cm) of soil and sand.
(1)(2)(9)

(NOTE: This does not apply to landfill Ifss than 10,000 m2. or when the
volume of wastes is less than 50,000 m , or when landfill is conducted
using underground space.)

Verify that landfill disposal is conducted in a manner that prevents the
breeding of rats, mosquitos, flies, or other vectors. (i)(2)(9)

Verify that any materials containing polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are
not buried at the disposal site. (1)(2)(9)

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief

of Operation- and Maintenance (O&M) (34) Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

CONTRACTORS

8-7. Installations must Verify that the installation monitors the performance of its contractors
monitor the performance with regard to insect and rodent control. (1)(2)(34)
of contractors who
dispose of solid waste
(Cabinet Order for Imple-
mentation of the Waste
Disposal and Public
Cleansing Law, Article
3).

OCEAN DUMPING

8-8. Ocean dumping of Verify that domestic wastes are dumped from a ship only if they cannot
domestic wastes from a be disposed of in a landfill. (1)(2)
ship must meet specific
criteria (Cabinet Order Verify that only the following domestic wastes are disposed of through
for the Implementation of ocean dumping: (I)(2)
the Waste Disposal and
Public Cleansing Law, - waste explosives
Article 3, Paragraphs 6 - sludge or human night soil that is either crushed or mixed with at
and 7). least 0.1 percent ferrous sulfate or ferric chloride

- noncombustible domestic wastes (excluding sludge, human night
soil, waste pesticides, or any other waste that may adversely affect
human health)

- any other wastes as designated by the Director General.

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief

of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (34) Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

WASTE DISPOSAL
PLANTS

8-9. General waste Determine if the installation operates a waste disposal plant. (1)
disposal plants must meet
certain technical stan- Verify that the waste disposal plant: (1)(2)(9)
dards (Regulation for the
Implementation of the - is structurally sound against its own weight, loaded weight, earth-
Waste Disposal and Pub- quake, and change of temperature
lic Cleansing Law, Arti- - is protected from corrosion by wastewater and/or waste gases gen-
cle 4). erated by garbage disposal

- prevents garbage from scattering
- does not emit offensive odors
- does not contaminate groundwater.

Verify that waste incinerators have exhaust gas disposal facilities.
(1)(2)(9)

Verify that sewage disposal facilities: (1)(2)(9)

- are constructed to prevent scattering, splashing, or overflowing of
sewage

- have tanks with sufficient capacity
- have devices for monitoring the amount of sewage in tanks
- have devices to prevent the accumulation of scum in tanks-

Verify that the waste disposal plant is kept clean and prevents the breed-
ing of harmful insects such as mosquitos and flies. (1)(2)(9)

Verify that the waste disposal plant is inspected regularly. (1)(2)(9)

Verify that inspection records are kept for 3 years (yr). (1)(2)(9)

(NOTE: See the Hazardous Waste Management section of this manual
for standards concerning the transport, collection, and disposal of indus-
trial wastes.)

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (6) Director of Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief

of Opera- ind Maintenance (O&M) (34) Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
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INSTALLATION: COMPLIANCE CATEGORY: DATE aZV=Wu:
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT

Japan

STATUS
NA C RMA REVIEWER COMMENTS:

(1) Directoam of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Enviromued Codinar (EQ (6) DirecKr of
Logistics (DOL) (9) Chief of Operations and Mainmenance (O&M) (34) Civilian Peraonnel Office (CPO)
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Section 9

SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This section contains protocols for asbestos and polychlorinated biphenyls
(PCBs). Specifically, it addresses the health impacts on persons working in
close proximity to levels of these two substances determined to be dangerous to
human health.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

Ordinance on Prevention of Hazards due to Specified Chemical Substances
(Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 39 of 30 September 1972 as amended
through Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 33 of 16 August 1978) provides
regulations and procedures for employers to use in order to prevent the
occurrence of cancers, dermatitis, neurological disorders, and other health
impairments in workers due to exposure to chemical substances. The employer
is directed to confirm the toxicity of substances used, use substitutes for these
substances, establish systematic methods for the manufacturing of products,
improve facilities, promote improvement of the working environment, and to
make overall efforts to reduce the number of workers who are exposed to toxic
substances, the periods of time for exposures, and the levels to which they are
exposed.

C. Prefectural Regulations

Specific prefectural regulations regarding these substances, if any, are not
accessible at present. The Ministry of Labor Ordinance described previously
does not allow for prefectural or local involvement with its provisions. The
orainance is only directed to actions of employers and ensures compliance with
its provisions through oversight of the national Ministry of Labor.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

The terms contained in the protocol should either be apparent on their face or
cogently defined in this section. For any unfamiliar terms, the reviewer should
check the Worldwide ECAS manual.
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE
WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

All Installations 9-1 and 9-2 (1)(2)

Asbestos 9-3 and 9-4 (2)(3)(25)

PCBs 9-5 (2)(3)

*CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Environmental Coordinator (EC)
(3) Preventive Medicine Officer

(25) Utilities Division (Exterior Electric Shop)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

_____ _____Japan

REGULATORY
REQUIRENmT.: REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

9-1. Determine actions Examine a copy of the previous review report to determine if noncomnpli-
or changes since previous ance issues have been resolved. (1)(2)
review of special pro-
grams management Determine if base changes relative to asbestos or PCB equipment have
(GMP). occurred since previous review and whether they affect the scope of the

current review. (0X2)

9-2. Installations should Determine if copies of the following are maintained somewhere on the
maintain copies of all installation: (I)(2)
relevant host nation laws
and regulations concern- - Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 39 of 30 September 1972 as
ing asbestos and PCBs amended through Ministry of Labor Ordinance No. 26 of 1988.
(GMP).

ASBESTOS

9-3. Working conditions Check working conditions wherever asbestos is being handled or is
where asbestos is handled present. such as: (2)(3)(25)
should be investigated
(Article 39, Ministry of - vehicle maintenance shop areas dealing with brake linings
Labor Ordinance No. 33 - aircraft maintenance shop areas dealing with aircraft parts
of 1972 as amended). - asbestos insulation wrapping on pipes

- asbestos tile for ce.;ings, walls, or floors
- electrical shops dealing with distribution cords.

Verify if medical follow-ups have been performed when deemed neces-
sary by a medical doctor. (2)(3)

9-4. Personnel who Verify that workers are informed of potential health problems associated
come into contact with with asbestos exposure. (2X3)
asbestos should be aware
of potential health prob- Determine if medical examinations include chest x-rays. (2)(3)
lems (Article 39, Ministry
of Labor Ordinance No.
33 of 1972 as amended).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (25) Utili-

tics Division (Exterior Electric Shop)
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT

Japan

REGULATORY
REQ.UIBEIM: REVIEWER CHECKS:

PCBs

9-5. Personnel who Verify that workers are informed of potential health problems associated
come into contact with with exposure to PCBs. (2)(3)
PCBs should be aware of
potential health problems Determine if medical examinations include a urobilinogenin urine test.
(Article 39, Ministry of (2)(3)
Labor Ordinance No. 33
of 1972 as amended).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine Officer (25) Utili-
ties Div (Exterior Electric Shop)
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WOALLATION: COMPIUANCE CATCGORY:. DATM. EKVEKWUM5:
SPECIAL PROGRAMS MANAGDIE14T

STATUS
NA C RMA RvIEW COba WIT

(1) Direciwa of Engineeaqg ut Hoiusmg (DEN) (2) Environanemm Coorauomr (BC) (3) Provendw
Medicine Officer (25) Utilities Division (Niajrw Elecu Shop)
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Section 10

WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

A. Applicability

This protocol includes regulations, responsibilities, and compliance require-
ments associated with wastewater discharge at U.S. Armed Forces instaliations.

Drinking water quality standards are not addressed in this protocol because the
standards or requirements in the Worldwide ECAS manual meet or exceed
Japanese national standards.

B. Japanese Legislation and Regulations

" Water Pollution Control Law (Law No. 138 of 1970 as amended through Law
No. 90 of 1985) aims to prevent the pollution of water in public water areas by
regulating effluent discharges into these areas. This law does not apply to
water pollution caused by radioactive substances or to its prevention. This law
does not prevent local governments from providing for the control of other pol-
lutants (excluding harmful substances) than those stipulated in Article 2, Para-
graph 2, Sub-paragraph 2, or for the control of pollution caused by harmful
substances or the pollutants stated in the same sub-paragraph, in respect to
water discharged into public water areas from factories or establishments other
than specified factories.

"• Law Concerning Special Measures for the Preservation of Lake Water Quality
(Law 61 of 27 July 1984 as amended through Law No. 69 of 1986) establishes
the basic policy for the preservation of lake water quality, and formulates a
plan regarding the measures to be taken for the preservation of water quality of
such lakes where it is eminent to establish an environmental standard regarding
the pollution of water quality and take special measures such as enacting neces-
sary regulations relative to the facility's discharge of polluted water, waste
liquids, and other substances causing the pollution of water, whereby contribut-
ing to the public health and cultural life.

"* Law Concerning Special Measures for Conservation of the Environment of the
Seto Inland Sea (Law No. 110 of 2 October 1973 as amended through Law No.
68 of 13 June 1978) is designed to protect the Seto Inland Sea through formu-
lation of a plan to help its conservation and providing for restrictions on the
installment of certain facilities to prevent damage from eutrophication.
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"* Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the River Law (Cabinet Order No. 14
of 1965) prohibits acts that negatively affect the control of rivers and contains a
requirement to report the amount and quality of discharged wastewater and the
method and time of the discharge, etc., if more than 50 cubic meters (m3 ) of
wastewater is discharged into a river per day.

"* Septic Tank Law (Law No. 43 of 18 May 1983, as amended by Law No. 49 of
1988) is intended for the proper disposal of sewage, so as to promote the health
and living environment of the public. The law regulates the installation,
maintenance, inspection, cleaning, and construction of septic tanks, and pro-
vides a system for registering septic tank construction companies and providing
qualifications for septic tank installers and managers.

"* Building Standard Law (Law No. 201 of 24 May 1950) has as its purpose to
establish minimum standards for the site, structure, equipment, and use of a
building, so as to contribute to the preservation of the life and health of the
people.

"* Provisional Guidance on the Prevention of Water Pollution by Agricultural
Chemicals was issued by the Ministry of the Environment to prefectural
governments for the purpose of preventing water pollution caused by the use of
agricultural chemicals at golf courses.

C. Prefectural Regulations

There are no available specific prefectural regulations concerning wastewater.
The following are actions that local or prefectural governments can take con-
cerning water quality management, based on provisions in national laws and
regulations.

"* Effluent Standards - where there is a public water area under prefectural jurisdic-
tion for which the established effluent standards are insufficient to protect
human health and the living environment, the prefecture may establish more
stringent standards than the maximum permissible levels stipulated in the esta-
blished effluent standards by enacting prefectural ordinances in accordance with
criteria stipulated by cabinet order. If this is done, the scope of the defined
area must be identified, and the governor of the prefecture shall notify in
advance the Director General of the Environment Agency and the governors of
any other concerned prefectures.

"* Emergency Measures - the governor of a prefecture may, in a case where water
pollution in the public water area within the prefecture caused by an extraordi-
nary shortage of water or other similar situation (as stipulated by cabinet order),
becomes so serious that it poses a threat to human health or the living
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environment, make the situation public and, in accordance with the order of the
Prime Minister's Office, order a reduction in effluents for a specified period or
take other necessary measures.

" Plan for the Reduction of Total Pollution Load - under the fundamental policy
for reduction of total pollution load, governors of prefectures in which a part of
the prefecture is within a specified region shall establish a plan for the realiza-
tion of target quantity of pollution reduction.

"* Total Pollution Load Regulation Standards - governors of prefectures in which at
least part of the prefecture is in a specified region shall, in respect to the pollu-
tion load of effluen s discharged from specified factories within the specified
region of a scale larger than that stipulated by order of the Prime Minister's
Office, establish total pollution load regulation standards. These standards shall
be the maximum permissible limits for the pollution load of effluents
discharged from specified factories within the specified region.

"• Order to Change Plan - when a governor of a prefecture receives a report on the
installment of a specified facility or changes in the structure of a specified
facility, and determines that the effluents at the place of discharge do not
satisfy effluent standards, he or she may order changes in the structure or plan
for treatment of the polluted water.

"* Supervision - the governor of a prefecture shall continuously s _rvise the state
of water pollution in public water areas under his or her jurisdiction.

D. Key Compliance Definitions

"* Concerned Mayor - the mayor of a municipality in which a golf course is
located.

"* Enterpriser - a person who operates or intends to operate golf courses.

"• Environmental Water Quality Standards - the provisions of Article 9, Paragraph
1 of the Basic Law for Environmental Pollution Control (Law No. 132 of
1967).

"* Good Management Practice (GMP) - any practice that, although not mandated
by law, is encouraged to promote safe operating procedures.

"* Measurement Program - a program for measuring water quality in the public
water area belonging to a prefecture, established by the governor of a prefec-
ture after consultation with the chiefs of the local offices of national
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administrative organs. The program provides for the matters to be measured,
the station and method of measurement, and other items with regard to the
measurements conducted by the national or local government, as to the water
quality in the public water area.

" Plan for Reduction of Total Pollution Load - a plan that governors of prefectures
may formulate if they are in a specified region. The pian targets amounts of
reduction in the pollution load for each pollution source, outlines the means for
achieving the reduction, and provides for other measures necessary to reduce
the pollution load.

"* Prefectural Council on Environmental Pollution Control - a governmental body
which may, at the request of the prefectural governor, investigate and deliberate
important matters concerning the prevention of water pollution in public water
areas belonging to the prefecture, and state its opinion to the governor.

"* Public Water Areas - water , reas of public use such as rivers, lakes, ports and
harbors, and coastal seas.

" Specified Facilities - those facilities defined in Appendix 10- 1.

"• Specified Regions - those regions specified by cabinet order as being related to
water pollution in specified water areas.

"* Specified Water Areas - wide public water areas (seas almost entirely surrounded
by land) into which large quantities of water discharged in conjunction with life
and business activities have come to flow as a result of population and indus-
trial concentrations, and for which it is difficult to attain water pollution stan-
dards.

"* Water Supply - the entire facility that supplies drinking water through pipes or
other facilities.

* Water Supply Equipment - water supply branch pipe and directly connected
equipment that are joined to the main water supply pipe.

* Water Supply Facilities - facilities for taking water from a river, storing water,
conducing water, cleaning water, sending water, and supplying water.
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WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT PROTOCOL

GUIDANCE FOR WORKSHEET USERS

REFER TO CONTACT THESE

WORKSHEET ITEMS: PERSONS OR GROUPS:

All Installations 10-1 through 10-3 (1)(2)(9)

Specified Facilities 10-4 through 10-15 (1)(2)(9)(14)
and/or Wastewater

Water Supply 10-16 and 10-17 (1X3)(9)

Sewer Systems 10-18 through 10-22 (1)(2)(9)(14)(15)

Golf Courses 10-23 through 10-25 (2)(9)(17)(33)

•CONTACT/LOCATION CODE:

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH)
(2) Environmental Coordinator (EC)
(3) Preventive Medicine Officer
(9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M)

(14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M)
(15) Land Management Officer (DEH)
(17) Entomology Shop
(33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

ALL INSTALLATIONS

10-1. Determine actions Examine a copy of previous review report to determine if noncompliance
or changes since previous issues have been resolved. (1X2)
review of water quality
management (GMP).

10-2. Installations Determine if copies of the following are maintained at the installation:
should maintain copies of (1)(2)
all relevant host nation
and prefectural regula- - Water Pollution Control Law (Law No. 138 of 1970 as amended
tions on water quality through Law No. 90 of 1985).
management (GMP). - Environmental Water Quality Standards (Basic Law for Environ-

mental Pollution Control, Law No. 132 of 1967).
- Sewage Law (Law No. 79 of 1958, as amended through 1976).
- Septic Tank Law (Law No. 43, May 18. 1983 as amended through

Law No. 49 of 1988).
- Water Law (Law No. 177 of 1957 as amended through Law No. 87

of 1987).
- Cabinet Order for the Implementation of the River Law (Cabinet

Order No. 14 of 1965).
- Guidelines for Safe Use of Agricultural Chemicals at Golf Courses.

10-3. Installations are Determine if appropriate personnel are knowledgeable of the ordinance
required to comply with standards for the type(s) of wastewater discharged at the installation. (I)
the wastewater standards
set forth by Ordinance of Verify that the fixed limit is complied with for every type of noxious
the Prime Minister's material (including those materials rendered noxious by heat) in the
Office (Water Pollution installation's wastewater discharge. (1)(2)(9)
Control Law, Article 3).

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Office; ý9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land Management Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

SPECIFIED
FACILITIES
AND/OR
WASTEWATER

10-4. Installations that Determine if the installation discharges any of the pollutants listed in
conduct operations meet- Appendix 10-2 or contains any facilities that engage in the operations
ing the definition of listed in Appendix 10-1. (1)(2X9)
specified facility (see
Appendix 10-1) and/or
discharge wastewater that
contains any of the pollu-
tants listed in Appendix
10-2 are required to
report to the prefectural
governor on discharged
wastewater (Water Pollu-
tion Control Law, Article
5 and 6).

10-5. The local prefec- Determine if the local prefecture has delineated any specified regions that
tural government may fall within the installation boundaries or that are affected by wastewater
require more stringent discharged by the installation, and confirm that the installation is in com-
standards for wastewater pliance with locally specific wastewater discharge levels for specified
discharge within specified regions. (1)(2)(9)
regions (Water Pollution
Control Law, Article 4).

10-6. The prefectural Determine if any facilities at the installation are considered to be a pollu-
governor may establish a tion source (average quantity of effluent per day of at least 50 cubic
plan for reduction of total meters (m3)). (I)(2)(9)
pollution load program
which defines specific Review the plan for the reduction of total pollution load for the region,
limits and procedures for and verify that the installation complies with the specifications and con-
wastewater discharge by ditions outlined within the plan for any specified source on the installa-
source (Water Pollution tion. (1)(2)(9)
Control Law, Article 4).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land •'...,gement Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN

REGULATORY
REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-7. Installations that Verify that the installation complies with any improvements in the treat-
do not comply with ment of wastewater ordered by the prefectural governor. (I)(2)(9)
wastewater standards may
be required by the prefec-
tural governor to make
improvements in order to
attain the standards set
forth in the plan for
reduction of total pollu-
tion load (Water Pollu-
tion Control Law, Article
4).

10-8. Installations are Determine if adequate measurement and appropriate methods are used to
required to measure and determine the type and level of contaminants in wastewater discharge at
record information about the installation. (2M9)(14)
the type and amount of
contaminants contained in Verify that records are kept of these measurements in accordance with
wastewater discharge Form 8 and are kept for a minimum of 3 years (yr). (2)(9)(14)
(Water Pollution Control
Law, Article 14).

10-9. Installations may Verify that reports and records requested by the prefectural governor are
be required to submit prepared and inspections carried out (if appropriate). (2)(9)
reports and records, and
allow inspection of
wastewater facilities by a
representative of the pre-
fectural governor (Water
Pollution Control Law,
Article 13).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9' Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment r' 'upervisor (O&M) (15)
Land Management Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN

REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-10. Installations that Verify that the installation has reported the following information to the
intend to discharge more Ministry of Construction: (2)(9)(14)
than 50 m1 of wastewater
into a river per day must - installation name and address
submit a report to the -type and name of the river into which wastewater will be
Ministry of Construction discharged
in advance of the - location of the discharge
discharge (Cabinet Order - duration of the discharge
for the Implementation of - amount of wastewater to be discharged
the River Law, Article - quality of wastewater to be discharged
16-5). - methods of treating the discharged wastewater.

(NOTE: The administrator of each river can determine the minimum
level of wastewater discharge that is subject to this reporting require-
ment.)

(NOTE: This reporting requirement does not apply to installations that
are allowed to discharge wastewater according to a special set of govern-
mental regulations concerning the establishment of facilities that
discharge wastewater.)

10-11. Installations that Verify that the installation has reported termination of the discharge or
discharge more than 50 changes in the following information to the Ministry of Construction:
m3 of wastewater into a (2)(9)(14)
river per day must report
certain information to the - installation name and address
Ministry of Construction - location of the discharge
(Cabinet Order for the - duration of the discharge
Implementation of the - amount of wastewater being discharged
River Law, Article 16-5). - quality of wastewater being discharged

- methods of treating the discharged wastewater.

10-12. In the absence Verify that if the installation does not have a wastewater treatment plant,
of a wastewater treatment it uses a septic ta ;stem for the treatment of human waste. (2)(9)(14)
plant, human waste must
be treated in a septic tank
system (Septic Tank Law,
Article 3).

10-13. Septic tanks Verify that installation septic tanks meet accepted technical standards for
must .neet generally construction and efficiency. (2)(9)(14)
accepted technical stan-
dards for construction and
efficiency (Septic Tank
Law, Articles 6 and 9).

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (I>EH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land ,anagement Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN

REGULATORY
REQUIREE.aMr: REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-14. Septic tanks Verify that discharge from installation septic tanks is tested for water
must be tested annually quality. (2X9)(14)
for discharge water qual-
ity (Septic Tank Law, (NOTE: The Ministry of Welfare may require more frequent tests.)
Article I1).

(NOTE: The Ministry of Welfare or its agent should be contacted to
arrange testing (presumably through the Defense Facilities Administration
Office (DFAO)).)

10-15. New or modified Verify that discharge from new or modified septic tanks is tested for
septic tanks must be water quality within the 2-mo period that commences 6 mo after the tank
tested for discharge water was modified or began operation. (2)(9X 14)
quality within a 2-month
(mo) period that com- (NOTE: The Ministry of Welfare or its agent should be contacted to
mences 6 mo after the arrange testing (presumably through the DFAO).)
startup or modification of
the tank (Septic Tank
Law, Article 11).

WATER SUPPLY

10-16. Water supply Verify that the effluent standards in Appendix 10-3 are met. (3)(9)
facilities are required to
meet specific standards Verify that the water does not contain any disease-causing bacteria.
(Ordinance No. 11 of (3)(9)
Ministry of Health and
Welfare, Articles 4-1-1 Verify that the water does not contain cyanogen, mercury, or other poiso-
through Article 4-1-6; nous substances. (3)(9)
Water Law, Article 4).

Verify that the water does not smell bad and is colorless and transparent.
(3)(9)

10-17. Water supply Verify that water storage facilities can store amounts of water sufficient
facilities must meet even for dry seasons. (1)(9)
specific requirements
(Water Law, Article 5). Verify that conducting facilities have sufficient numbers of pumps, con-

ducting pipes, etc., to conduct necessary amounts of water. (I)(9)

Verify that cleaning facilities have adequate sedimentation ponds, filtra-
tion ponds, etc., to clean the water to meet water quality standards. (1)(9)

Verify that the structure and materials of the water supply facilities are
sufficiently durable against the water pressure, ground soil pressure,
earthquake, or other load, and is safe from water pollution or leak. (1)(9)

(1) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land M...gement Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN
REGULATORY

REQUIRENES: REVIEWER CHECKS:

SEWER SYSTEMS

10-18. Installations Review the comprehensive basin sewage plan and verify that the installa-
must comply with a tion is in compliance with the conditions and standards specified for:
prefecture's comprehen- (1)2)(9X14)
sive basin sewage plan,
which specifies allowable - discharge and disposal of wastewater and sewage through the local
limits and restrictions on sewer system
discharge of effluents into - location, structure, and function of wastewater and sewage facili-
public sewer systems ties.
(Sewage Law. Article 2-2).

10-19. Installations Verify that the installation submitted a report to the general manager of
using the public sewer the public sewer system (usually done by, or in coordination with. the
system to discharge Defense Facilities Administration Bureau (DFAB)): (!)(2)(9)(14)
effluents must issue a
report prior to the utiliza- - if the installation's average quantity of effluent per day meets or
tion of the sewer system exceeds 50 m3

(Sewage Law, Article - prior to discharging any material into the public sewer system
11-2; Enforcement Regu- - whenever the volume or quantity of the volume of effluents
lation for the Sewage changes
Law of 19 December - if the installation is considered to contain any specified facilities.
1967 by the Ministry of
Construction, No. 37, Examine a copy of the report for the following: (I)(2)(9)(14)
Article 8).

- name and address of installation
- name of installation representative
- structure of specified facility
- category of specified facility
- method of using specified facility
- method of disposal required for the effluent discharged from the

specified facility
- quantity of effluent discharged into the public sewage
- other specific requirements prescribed by the Prime Minister's

Office Ordinance.

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental.Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land N1' ..gement Officer (DEll) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN

REGULATORY
REQUIRMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

10-20. Installations that Verify that the installation complies with the standards for effluents out-
discharge effluents into lined in Appendix 10-3. (1)(2X9)(14)
the public sewage system
are required to meet Verify that the installation complies with any additional requirements set
specified standards prior forth by the general manager of the public sewer system (additional treat-
to discharging the ment or treatment facilities). (1)(2)(9)
effluents into a public
sewage system (Sewage
Law, Article 12).

10-21. Installations are Determine if the installation has plans to install or upgrade any sewer
required to obtain author- system within the installation boundaries. (1)(2XI5)
ization prior to construct-
ing any new or nonpublic Verify that any structure or changes made to the sewage system meets
sewer system (Sewage the criteria set forth in the Building Standard Law (Law 201/1950).
Law, Article 10, 16, 24). (1)(2)(15)

Verify that the installation received approval from the general manager of
the public sewage system prior to engaging in the construction, removal,
or alteration of items: (1)(2)(15)

- fixed to an open channel of the public sewage system
- projecting from the public sewage system
- installed across the public sewage system
- running through the public sewage system
- installed beneath the public sewage system.

(NOTE: The DFAB generally serves as the liaison in such matters.)

10-22. Installations are Verify that the installation complies with the codes and regulations out-
required to ensure that lined in the Building Standard Law when installing, removing, or repair-
the structure of the ing any part of the sewage system, including the stormwater channels
sewage system that is (usually the responsibility of the DFAB). (1)(2)(9)(14)
connected to the storm-
water channel conforms
to the Building Standard
Law, (Sewage Law, Arti-
cle 30).

(i) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land Management Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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COMPLIANCE CATEGORY:
WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT

JAPAN
REGULATORY

REQUIREMENTS: REVIEWER CHECKS:

GOLF COURSES

10-23. Installations with Verify that only registered agricultural chemicals are used at the golf
golf courses must follow course. (2X 17X33)
specifications for agricul-
tural chemical use Verify that all precautionary measures have been taken to prevent danger
(Chapter 1). and damage to man, beast, aquatic animals, plants, or the environment

with regard to weather and configuration of the ground. (2)(17)(33)

10-24. Enterprisers Verify that concentrations of agricultural chemicals used at the golf
must monitor water pollu- course are measured annually in regulating ponds or waterways (at the
tion caused by the use of season of highest agricultural chemical use). (2)(9)
agricultural chemicals at
the facility (Chapter 2).

10-25. Installations Verify that golf course runoff does not exceed the limits for percentage
must ensure that the per- of agricultural chemicals specified in Appendix 10-4. (2)(9)
centage of agricultural
chemicals present in run- (NOTE: Even if the percentage of agricultural chemicals in golf course
off from golf courses runoff is below the specified limits, the installation should try to reduce
does not exceed specified the discharge of agricultural chemicals to the greatest possible extent.)
limits (Provisional Gui-
dance on the Prevention
of Water Pollution by
Agricultural Chemicals,
Section 3).

(I) Directorate of Engineering and Housing (DEH) (2) Environmental Coordinator (EC) (3) Preventive Medicine
Officer (9) Chief of Operations and Maintenance (O&M) (14) Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor (O&M) (15)
Land Management Officer (DEH) (17) Entomology Shop (33) Golf Course Pesticide Shop
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Appendix 10.1

Specified Facility Operations

Cabinet Order for Implementation of the Water Pollution Control Law

(Cabinet Order No. 188 of 1971)

Newspaper, Publishing, Printing, and Platemaking:
- automatic film developing and washing facilities
- automatic developing and washing facilities for printing plates with photosensitive film

Photosensitive Goods Manufacturing:
- washing facilities

Cement Manufacturing:
- centrifuger
- shaper
- wet conditioning facilities

Batcher Plant for Ready-Mixed Concrete Manufacturing

Water Treatment Facilities for Water Supply Systems, Industrial Water Supply Systems, and
Domestic Water Supply Systems

Facilities for Acid and Alkali Treatment of Metal Surfaces

Electroplating Facilities

Lodging Service (defined by the provisions of Article 2, Sub-paragraph 1 of the Lodging Ser-
vice Law, excluding boarding house services):

- cooking facilities
- bathing facilities
- washing facilities

Laundry Facilities

Automatic Photo Development Washing Facilities

Hospitals:
- kitchen
- washing facilities
- bathing facilities

Waste Oil Treatment Facilities

Automobile Repair Washing Facilities
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Appmdix 10-1 (m hmd d)

Auamnaxtc Car Wa.LIng Facilities

Domestic Waft Disposal Plat Incinelraton Facilities

Industria Waft Disposal Plants

Nigbt Soil Tteabnt Plans (servicing at least 501 people)

Sewage Treatment Plants

Wastewater Treatment Plants
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Appendix 10-2

Pollutants Regulated By Cabinet Order

Cabinet Order for Implementation of the Water Pollution Control Law

(Cabinet Order No. 188 of 1971, Amended by Cabinet Order No. 89 of 1987)

Substances to be specified by cabinet order, as referred to under Article 2, Paragraph 2, Sub-
paragraph I of the law, are as follows:

1. Cadmium and its compounds
2. Cyanides
3. Organic phosphorus (only diethyl-para-nitrophenylthiophosphate (parathion)), dimethyl-

para-nitrophenylthiophosphate (methyl parathion), dimethyl-ethyl-mercaptoethyl thio-
phosphate (methyl dimethon), and ethyl-para-nitrophenylthionobenzehotte (EPN)

4. Lead and its compounds
5. Hexavalent chrome compounds
6. Arsenic and its compounds
7. Mercury, alkyl mercury compounds, and other mercury compounds
8. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs).

Items to be specified by cabinet order, as referred to under Article 2, Paragraph 2, Sub-
paragraph 2 of the law, are as follows:

1. Hydrogen-ion concentration
2. Biochemical oxygen demand and chemical oxygen demand
3. Amount of suspended solids
4. Content of normal hexane extracts
5. Content of phenols
6. Copper content
7. Zinc content
8. Dissolved iron content
9. Dissolved manganese content
10. Chrome content
11. Fluorine content
12. Number of coliform groups
13. Content of nitrogen or phosphorus (limited lubstances designated by the Order of the

Prime Minister's Office as substances likely to cause substantial increase of vegetable
planktons in the lakes).
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Appendix 10-3

Effluent Standards

Ordinance of the Prime Minister's Office on Effluent Standards
(Prime Minister's Office Ordinance No. 35 of 1971)

Harmful Substance Standard Value

Cadmium and its compounds 0.1 milligram (mg) of cadmium/liter (L)
Cyanides I mg of CN/ L
Organic phosphorus compounds I mg/L

(limited to parathion, methyl parathion,
methyldimethone, and EPN)

Lead and its compounds I mg of lead/ L
Chromium (VI) compounds 0.5 mg of Chromium (VI)/ L
Arsenic and its compounds'- 0.5 mg of arsenic/ L
Mercury, alkyimercury. and other mercury 0.005 mg of mercury/ L

compounds
Alkylmercury compounds Not detectable 2.

PCB 0.003 mg/ L

NOTES:

I. The effluent standard for arsenic and its compounds does not apply to the effluent
discharged from hotels, inns, or other establishments using hot springs, which had
been constructed prior to the implementation of the Cabinet Order to Amend the
Cabinet Order for Implementation of the Water Pollution Control Law and Cabinet
Order for Implementation of the Waste Management Law.

2. Not detectable indicates that the pollution status is below the detectable level as
measured by the method established by the Director General of the Environment
Agency.
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Appendix 10-3 (continued)

Pollutant Standard Value

Hydrogen ion concentration Effluents discharged in public use
(Hydrogen exponent) water areas other than the sea:

from 5.0 to 8.6
Effluents discharged in the sea:

from 5.0 to 9.0
Biochemical oxygen demands (BOD) 160 mg/ L (daily average: 120)'
Chemical oxygen demands 160 mg/ L (daily average: 120)
Suspended solids 200 mg/ L (daily average: 150)
Normal hexane extracts (content of mineral oils) 5 mg/ L
Normal hexane extracts (content of animal and 30 mg/ L

vegetable oils and fats)
Phenols mgl L
Copper 3 mg/L
Zinc 5 mg/ L
Soluble iron 0 rmg/IL
Soluble manganese 10 mg/ L
Chromium 2 mg/ L
Fluorine 15 mg/ L
Number of coliform groups per cubic 3000/cm 3 (daily average)

centimeter (cm 3)
Nitrogen 120 mg/ L (daily average: 60)
Phosphorus 16 mg/ L (daily average: 8)

NOTES:

I. The allowance limit designated by daily average is determined by the average pollu-
tion status of effluent in a day.

2. The effluent standards listed in the appendix apply to the effluents of factories or
places of work that discharge an average of 50 m3 or more of effluent per day.

3. The effluent standards concerning hydrogen ion concentration and soluble iron con-
tent do not apply to the effluents from factories or places of work pertaining to the
sulfur mining industry (including industries mining iron sulfide ores co-existing with
sulfur).
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Appendix 10.3 (continued)

4. The effluent standards for hydrogen iron concentration, copper, zinc, soluble iron.
soluble manganese, chromium, and fluorine do not apply to the effluent discharged
from hotels, inns, or other establishments using hot springs, which had been con-
structed prior to the implementation of the Cabinet Order to Amend the Cabinet
Order for Implementation of the Water Pollution Law and Cabinet Order for Imple-
mentation of the Waste Management Law.

5. The effluent standards concerning BODs apply exclusively to the effluents discharged
in public water areas other than sea and lake areas. The effluent standards concern-
ing chemical oxygen demands apply exclusively to the effluents discharged in sea
and lake areas.

6. The effluent standards concerning nitrogen contents apply only to those lakes and
marshes designated by the Director General of the Environment Agency as having
the possibility of a substantial increase of vegetable planktons due to the nitrogen
and the effluents discharged into public water areas that flow into such lakes and
marshes.

7. The effluent standards concerning phosphorus contents apply only to those lakes and
marshes designated by the Director General of the Environment Agency as having
the possibility of a substantial increase of vegetable planktons due to the phosphorus
and the effluents discharged into public water areas that flow into such lakes and
marshes.
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Appendix 10-4

Limits on Chemicals in Golf Course Runoff

Provisional Guidance on the Prevention of Water Pollution by Agricultural Chemicals

AgricaltUra Chemical Name Cr11.10. Valme (mg&)

Isoxathion 0.08
Isofeaphos 0.01
Chcipyrifos 0.04
Diaz'ino 0.05
Trichiorfon (DEP) 0.3
Pyridapbenthion 0.02
Fenitrotbion (MEP) 0.1

Fungicides

Isoprothiolane 0.4

Iprodion 3.0
Etridiazole (echiomezol) 0.04

OxiDe copper 0.4
Captan 3.0
Chlorotbalonil 0.4

Chioroneb 0.5
Thiram 0.06
Tolclofosmethyl 0.8
Flutolauil 2.0

Pencycuron 0.4

Mepronil 1.0

Herbicides

Asularn 2.0

Simazine (CAT) 0.03
Terbucarb 0.2

Napropamnide 0.3
Butamifos 0.04

Propyzamide 0.08
Bensulide 1.0
Benfiuraline 0.8
Pendimethalin 0.5

Mecoprop (MCPP) 0.05
Methyl damiuron 3.0
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